
45

NONE
40

(c) The shortened form of the name of the company is :

MABULA AANDELEBLOK BEPERK
35

(b) The name of the company in the other official language of the
Republic is :

NAME1.

(a)

Registration No. of Company

15
(Section 54 (1); regulation 17 (1) and 17 (2)

MEMORANDUM OF ASSOCIATION OF A COMPANY HAVING A SHARE CAPITAL

10

COMPANIES ACT

5OF SOUTH AFRICAREPUBLIC

Form CM 2
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25

1980 in respect of the land.

a share block scheme, as defined in the said Share Blocks Control Act No. 59 of

share block scheme, as defined in the Share Blocks Control Act No. 59 of 1980and 20

as defined in the Property Time-Sharing Control Act No. 75 of 1983, pursuant to a

The main object of the company is to operate both a property time-sharing scheme

3. MAIN OBJECT

15owned by the company.

in extent 575,5375 (five seven five comma five three seven five) hectares,

Registration Division K.Q. Transvaal;

on the property known as the remaining extent of the farm Flora No.508,

10

1980;

2.2. a share block scheme as defined in the Share Blocks Control Act nO.59of

in the Share Blocks Control Act NO.59of 1980; and

Control Act NO.75of 1983, pursuant to a share block scheme, as defined 5

2.1. a property time-sharing scheme, as defined in the Property Time-Sharing

The main business which the company is to carryon is to operate both:

2. PURPOSE DESCRIBING THE MAIN BUSINESS
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NONE.

6. CONDITIONS

20defined in the said Acts.

of which it operates a property time-sharing and share block scheme as

rights to immovable property of which it is not the owner, and in respect

case may be, any immovable property of which it is the owner or any of its

resolution of a general meeting of the company, to alienate or cede, as the

(b) The company shall not have the power, save with the approval by special 15

main object and objects ancillary to that main object.

59 of 1980 and the Property Time-Sharing Control Act No. 75 of 1983, its

it to realise, subject to the provisions of the Share Blocks Control Act, No.

(a) The company shall only have such powers as may be necessary to enable 10

5. POWERS

Control Act 1980, shall not be permitted.

the Company as prescribed by Sections 7 and 8 of the Share Blocks

Any additional powers or objects not falling within the permitted scope of 5

excluded from the unlimited ancillary objects of the company are:

The specific ancillary objects, if any, referred to in Section 33(1) of the Act which are

4. ANCILLARY OBJECTS EXCLUDED
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names.

up the number of shares in the capital of the company, set opposite our respective

pursuance of this memorandum of association, and we respectively agree to take 20

postal addresses are subscribed, are desirous of being formed into a company in

We, the several persons whose full names, occupations, residential, business and

9. ASSOCIATION CLAUSE

15no redeemable preference par value shares."(iii)

no preference par value shares; and(ii)

two) ordinary shares of R1,00 each;

4 832 (four thousand eight hundred and thirty 10(i)

eight hundred and thirty two rand) and divided into:

The share capital of the company is R4 832,00 (four thousand

-:
/\Par Value:(a)

5

8. CAPITAL

7. PRE-INCORPORATION CONTRACTS (IF ANY)

NONE.
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5

46. On page 98 in line 2 of article 38.6 the word 'he· has been inserted after the word
·on·.

45. On page 92 in article 32.2{iQthe word ·a· has been deleted after the word ·or.

PageS0186OSJS.AL
ALjPH/2d/0e/220198
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The Articles of the company are as follows:

B.

Companies Act, 1973, shall not apply to the company

The Articles of Table A or Table B in Schedule 1 to the

A.

Name of company:

80/07801/06

NOT ADOPTING SCHEDULE 1

ARTICLES OF ASSOCIATION OF A COMPANY HAVING A SHARE CAPITAL

COMPANIES ACT, 1973

01704FHVi.WJM
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successors-in-title;

1.1.4. Company - Mabula Share Block Limited and includes its

Annexure "B";

situate on areas of the land marked BFOI [BF one] on

the management regulations and which are situate or to be

benefit of all holders and the public in terms of and subject to

the company on the land which are only for the common

of a permanent nature have been erected or may be erected by

1.1.3. Business Facilities - any area of the land on which improvement

from time to time.

1.1.2. Act or Companies Act - the Companies Act, 1973, as amended

used solely for time-sharing residential purposes.

"chalets"] erected, alternatively, to be erected on the land to be

1.1.I. Accommodation - chalets [hereinafter referred to as the

hereunder, namely:

expressions following shall have the following meanings assigned to them

1.1. In these articles, unless the context otherwise requires, the words and

INTERPRETATION:

1. DEFINITIONS
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\any purpose whatsoever;

erected, alternatively, to be erected on the land to be used for

1.1.9. Improvements - any improvements of a permanent nature

interest in terms of these articles of association;

who may be entitled to utilise his time-sharing interest or other

yet taken transfer of the shares comprising the share block, but

has been fulfilled, and further includes a purchaser who has not

suspensive condition, irrespective as to whether such condition

includes a purchaser thereof who has purchased subject to a

share block in terms of Section 133 of the Companies Act, and

1.1.8. Holder - the registered owner of the shares comprising the

7(1) of the Time-Sharing Act;

certificate in respect of the improvements in terms of Section

1.1.7. Completed or Completion - means upon the issue of a

property as defined in the Time-Sharing Act;

1.1.6. Common Property - the area of the land to be common

respect of which a share block is not allocated;

erected by the company on the common property and in

Common Facilities - any improvements of a permanent nature1.1.5.
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of 1980;

Share Blocks Act - means the Share Blocks Control Act No. 59

Shares - the shares comprising the share blocks:

terms of the Time-Sharing and Share Blocks Act;

the business facilities, the sites and the common property in

scheme in respect of accommodation, the common facilities,

Scheme· the property time-sharing scheme and share block

company;

Office - means the registered office for the time being of the

company or the managing agent;

procedures, rules or the like made by the directors of the

Management Regulations - such regulations, directions,

which shall be in writing;

manage the scheme pursuant to a management agreement

Managing Agent - the person appointed from time to time to

referred to in Section 4(1)(m) of the Time-Sharing Act;

Movables - the movables contained in the accommodation and

Page 4

1.1.16.

1.1.15.

1.1.14.

1.1.13.

1.1.12.

1.1.11.

1.1.10.
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successors in title, as the case may be, respectively, namely -

association of MSB, MTSSB and MODJAPJI or their

developer as defined in the memoranda and articles of

"developer" or "the Share Block Developer" means the

Act, shall herein bear the meanings assigned to them therein.

use agreement, the Share Blocks Act and the Time-Sharing

Save as defined herein, words or expressions defined in the

in terms of Section 7(5) of the Share Blocks Act;

respect of the scheme lodged with the Registrar of Companies

Use Agreement - the use agreement or use agreements in

article 3.2;

Time-Sharing Interest - a time-sharing interest as described in

Act No.75 of 1983;

Time-Sharing Act - means the Property Time-Sharing Control

31.4;

to be erected on the sites and more fully described in article

Site Improvements - any improvements erected, alternatively,

whatsoever, marked SB15 to SB43 inclusive on Annexure "B";

Sites - the areas of the land to be used for any purpose

Page 5

1.1.23.

I-;

1.1:22.

1.1.21.

1.1.20.

"

1.1.19.

1.1.18.

1.1.17.
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shares;

the MODJADJI unallocated whole-owner

shares;

the MODJADJI unallocated time-share

1.1.25.2.

1.1.25.1.

"the developer's shares" means collectively -

13.11;

nominated by MRS and MI in accordance with article

"the developers' directors" means the 2 (two) directors

BELEGGINGS (EIENDOMS) BEPERK

(87/04631/07) (in liquidation);

successor in title to MI and WMJ CO

in the case of MODJADJI - MRS as

liquidation)) ;

HOLDINGS (PROPRIETARy) LIMITED (in

BEPERK (now known as MABULA

in title to WIND DRIFT (EIENDOMS)

in the case of MTSSB - MRS as successor

title to MI;

in the case of MSB - MRS as successor in

Page 6

1.1.23.3.

1.1.23.2.

-\

1.1.23.1.

1.1.25.
j

1.1.24.
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agreement and, should the context so require, Includes

terms of the MSB articles of association and use

MSB property allocated to the Lodge share block, in

as MABULA GAME LODGE situated on the site on the

"the Lodge" means the hotel and resort complex known
>'l

administration of MABULA (excluding the Lodge);

and MODJADJI is established for the management and

of which a combined board of directors of MSB, MTSSB

and SSLI concluded on 25 April 1994 inter alia in terms

between MSB, MTSSB, MODJADJI, MGR,MI, MRS, MWR

"the joint management agreement" means the agreement

indicate, includes the game situated on the properties;

operated on the properties and should the context so

"the game reserve" means the private game reserve

meaning;

BOARD and "director" shall have a corresponding

"the directors" means the members of the MABULA

the MSB developer's shares;1.1.25.4.

the MTSSB unallocated shares; and1.1.25.3.

Page 7

1.1:29.-,

1.1.28.

• j \

1.1.27.

1.1.26.
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MT88B property and the MODJADJI property and any

accommodation situated on the M8B property, the

whole-owner accPIl1[J1ggation and time-share

properties, including the Lodge, the domestic areas, the

"MABULA" means the holiday resort situated on the

8B17 in M8B;

(inclusive) and WO 8B5, WO 8B10, WO 8B11 and WO

shares and share blocks nos. WO 8B19 to WO 8B27

"the Lodge whole-owner shares" means the M8B/MI

the Lodge share block from time to time;

"the Lodge shareholder" means the beneficial holder of

in M8B;

in terms of the articles of association and use agreement

BF01 in M8B to which the rights to use the Lodge attach

"the Lodge share block" means share block NO.018B

article 13.13;

nominated by the Lodge shareholder in accordance with

"the Lodge directors" means the 2 (two) directors

shares;

the whole-owner sites allocated to the Lodge whole-owner

Page 8
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1.1.34.

1.1.33.

1.1.32.

1.1.31.

1.1.30.
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(PROPRIETARY) LIMITED (Registration No.

"MGR" means MABULA GAME RESERVE

beneficial owner of the developer's shares);

Game Agreement) and MRS (in its capacity as the

shares and the owner of the game as provided in the

block, the Lodge whole-owner shares and the MSB/MI

capacity as the beneficial owner of the Lodge share

capacity as the owner of the MWR properties), MI (in its

consisting of MSB, MTSSB, MODJADJI, MWR (in its

"MABULA CONSORTIUM" means the consortium

future developments on any of the MWR properties);

property time-share scheme established in respect of any

MODJADJI (and any share block company and/or

the combined board of directors of MSB, MTSSB and

(excluding the Lodge) and which is to be constituted as

these articles to manage and administer MABULA

management committee constituted in accordance with

"MABULA BOARD" or "the Board" means the joint

joint management agreement;

MABULA BOARD in accordance with the provisions of the

game reserve, managed and administered by the

future development or any of the MWRproperties and the

Page 9

1.1.37.

1.1.36.

1.1.35.
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constructed, and in respect of which no specific share

property on which no improvements have been erected or

relate to sites on the common property of the MODJADJI~---------- ...---

MODJADJI, beneficially owned by the developer, which

2 236 (two thousand two hundred and thirty six) shares in

"MODJADJI unallocated time-share shares" means the

Deed No.T46795/86;

registered in the name of MODJADJI in terms of Title

three seven comma two zero nine eight) hectares,

Division K.Q., Transvaal, measuring 2037,2098 (two zero

Portion 1 of the Farm Kwarriehoek No. 475, Registration

"MODJADJI property" means the Remaining Extent of

SHARE BLOCK LIMITED (Registration No. 86/03130/06);

"MODJADJI" means MABULA'S MODJADJI CAMP

Beperk (and its successors in title or assigns);

LIMITED, formerly HP Joubert Beleggings (Eiendoms)

"MI" means MABULA INVESTMENTS (PROPRIETARy)

assigns);

(Proprietary) Limited (and its successors in title or

Limited, formerly Soundprops 1048 Investments

91/02447/07), formerly Mabula Safaris (Proprietary)

Page 10

1.1.41.

1.1.40.

1.1.39.

1.1.38.
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of the Farm FLORA No. 508 Registration Division K.Q.,

"MSB property" or "the land" means the Remaining Extent

improvements have been erected or constructed;

common property of the MSB property and on which no

and 36 in MSB, which relate to allocated sites on the

"MSB developer's shares" means share blocks nos.35

Limited (Registration No 80/07801/06);

"MSB" means the company, namely Mabula Share Block

3.1(i)(b) of the MODJADJI articles of association;

which are defined as "whole ownership shares" in article

allocated in the articles of association of MODJADJI and

respect of which no specific share blocks have been

improvements have been erected or constructed and in

common property of the MODJADJI property on which no

owned by the developer, which relate to sites on the

4 000 (four thousand) shares in MODJADJI, beneficially

"MODJADJI unallocated whole-owner shares" means the

of association;

sharing shares in article 3.1(i)(a)of the MODJADJI articles

of MODJADJI and which are defined as ordinary time-

blocks have been allocated in the articles of association

Page 11

1.1.45.

1.1.44.

1.1.43.

1.1.42.
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No. T 56535/1984;

-reqlstered in the name of MTSSB in terms of Title Deed

(three three eight comma six nine four nine) hectares,

Registration Division K.Q.,Transvaal, Measuring 338,6949

"MTSSB property" means the Farm HABITAT No. 477,

unallocated shares);

shareholder and the developer in respect of the

whole-owners and the developer (but excluding the Lodge

MODJADJI, representing the time-sharers and

"MTS" means the partnership between MSB, MTSSB and

Limited;

LIMITED, formerly Shelfco 7 Investments (Proprietary)

"MRS"means MABULARESORTSALES (PROPRIETARy)

improvements have been erected or constructed;

common property of the MSB property on which no

to 34 (inclusive) which relate to allocated sites on the

"MSB-MI unallocated shares" means share blocks nos. 28

MSB in terms of Title Deed No.T66304/90;

five three seven five) hectares, registered in the name of

Transvaal, Measuring 575,5375 (five seven five comma

Page 12

1.1.49.

1.1.48.

1.1.47.

1.1.46.
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Deed of Transfer No. T62141/91;

registered in the name of MWR in.terms of

two comma zero zero four two) hectares,

Transvaal, measuring 412,0042 (four one

No.521, Registration Division K.Q.

the Remaining Extent of the Farm FAUNA1.1.53.1.

"MWR properties" mean -

assigns);

(Proprietary) Limited (and its successors-in-title or

Limited, formerly Soundprops 1051 Investments

(PROPRIETARY) LIMITED (Registration No.

91/02501/07), formerly Mabula - SST (Proprietary)

"MWR" means MABULA WILDLIFE RESORT

BLOCK LIMITED (Registration No. 69/05889/06);

"MTSSB" means MABULA TIME-SHARING SHARE

MTSSB;

accommodation in terms of the articles of association of

and are designated to be developed as time-sharers'

which relate to sites on the common property of MTSSB

thousand four hundred and thirty seven) shares in MTSSB

"MTSSB unallocated shares" means the 1 437 (one

Page 13
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1.1.53.

1.1.52.

1.1.51.

1.1.50.
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measuring 205,567 {two zero five comma

Registration Division K.Q. Transvaal,

Portion 9 of the Farm WITWAL No. 523,

No. T62143/91;

in terms of Deed of Transfer

zero zero two four) hectares, held by MWR

measuring 212,0024 (two one two comma

Registration Division K.G. Transvaal,

Portion 6 of the Farm WITWAL No. 523,

No. T62143/91;

in terms of Deed of Transfer

zero zero two four) hectares, held by MWR

measuring 212,0024 (two one two comma

Registration Division K.G. Transvaal,

Portion 5 of the Farm WITWAL No. 523,

No. T62143/91;

in terms of Deed of Transfer

zero zero two four) hectares, held by MWR

measuring 212,0024 (two one two comma

Registration Division K.G. Transvaal,

Portion 4 of the Farm WITWAL No. 523,

Page 14

1.1.53.5.

1.1.53.4.

1.1.53.3.

1.1.53.2.
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of Deed of Transfer No. T62145/91; and,

six three) hectares, held by MWR in terms

475,6963 (four seven five comma six nine

Division K.Q. Transvaal, measuring

Farm WITFONTEIN 526, Registration

Portion 5 (a portion of Portion 1) of the

Transfer No. T62142/91;

hectares, held by MWR in terms of Deed of

four two comma six one two eight)

K.Q. Transvaal, measuring 342,6128 (three

WITFONTEIN 526, Registration Division

portion of Portion 1) of the Farm

the Remaining Extent of Portion 3 (a

No. T62144/91;

MWR in terms of Deed of Transfer

five six seven seven) hectares, held by

measuring 205,5677 (two zero five comma

Registration Division K.O. Transvaal,

Portion 10 of the Farm WITWAL No. 523,

terms of Deed of Transfer No. T62144/91;

five six seven) hectares, held by MWR in

Page 15

1.1.53.8.
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1.1.53.6.
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accordance with article 13.2;

the MABULA BOARD nominated by the time-sharers in

"the time-share directors" means the 2 (two) directors to

LIMITED and HOTELS, INNS & RESORTS (S.A.)

(PROPRIETARy)LIMITED;

a joint venture between SAGE PROPERTY HOLDINGS

"SSLI"meansSOUTHERNSUN LEISUREINVESTMENTS,

properties;

MTSSB property, the MODJADJI property and the MWR

"the properties" means collectively the MSB property, the

relationship for MABULA set out in article 17.4;

CONSORTIUM in establishing the joint management

"the objects" means the objects of the MABULA

of Deed of Transfer No. T62145/91;

two eight) hectares, held by MWR in terms

342,6128 (three four two comma six one

Division K.Q. Transvaal, measuring

Farm WITFONTEIN 526, Registration

Portion 6 (a portion of Portion 3) of the1.1.53.9.
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whole-owner shares and the MTSSB unallocated shares;

unallocated time-share shares, the MODJADJI unallocated

"the unallocated shares" means the MODJADJI

of the MWR properties;

rights to any accommodation in any development on any

terms of the Time-Sharing Act and owning or having the

company operating a property time-sharing scheme in

shall include the share blocks in any share block

for those companies and, should the context so require,

terms of the articles of association and use agreements

time-share modules as defined in the Time-Sharing Act in

MTSSB and MODJADJI which have been allocated to

"the time-share shares" means the share blocks in MSB,

time-sharers;

established in accordance with article 36 to represent the

"the time-sharers committee" means the committee

the Time-Sharing Act on any of the MWR properties;

company operating a property time-sharing scheme in terms of

context so require, the shareholders in any share block

MODJADJI owning the time-share shares and should the

"the time-sharers" means the shareholders in MSB, MTSSBand

Page 17

1.1.61.
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1.1.60.

1.1.59.
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MODJADJI are created.

rights similar to the whole-ownership rights in MSB and

rights to any of the MWR properties in respect of which

shares in any share block company owning or having

and, should the context so require, shall include any

association and use agreements for those companies

ownership" attach, as provided in the articles of

and MODJADJI to which the rights known as "whole-

"thewhole-owner shares" means the share blocks in MSB

accordance with article 13.7;

the MABULA BOARD nominated by the whole-owners in

"thewhole-owner directors" means the 2 (two) directors to

whole-owners;

established in accordance with article 37 to represent the

"whole-owners' committee" means the committee

and MODJADJI;

shareholders have similar rights to the whole-owners in MSB

is established in terms of the Share-Blocks Act, where the

on any of the MWR properties on which a share block scheme

context so require, the shareholders in any other development

MODJADJI owning the whole-owner shares and, should the

"the whole-owners" means the shareholders in MSB and
-j
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whose consent/approval is required.

1.4.1. be in writing and signed by the party or his authorised agent

the company and directors) such consent shall -

1.4. Where any consent/approval is required for any act by a party (including

and shall not be taken into account in the interpretation of these articles.

1.3. The headings to the respective articles are for reference purposes only,

case may be.

on which it is posted) in the Republic of South Africa, as the

(seventh) day following the posting thereof (excluding the day

whom it is addressed at the time thereof, or on the 7th

1.2.4. deemed to have been received by the member/company to

address; and

to the members register, or the company at its registered

1.2.3. addressed to the member at his registered address according

1.2.2. sent by registered post or delivered;

1.2.1. in writing;

1.2. Any notices for all purposes of these articles shall be -
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meanings assigned to them therein.

1.10.· The words and expressions defined in 1 ofA_I1I1~~!l!e"A" shall bear the

the remaining provisions.

and severable, without in any way affecting the validity or enforceability of

reason whatsoever, then such provision shall be deemed to be separate

1.9. In the event of any provision of these articles being unenforceable for any

obligations in terms of these articles.

such persons shall be jointly and severally liable in solidum for all their

1.8. In the event of there being more than one person constituting a member,

article 1.2.

the recipient of the notice, provided the sender proves compliance with

1.7. The onus of proof in regard to the receipt of any notice given shall be on

versa.

1.6. The male gender shall include the female and neuter genders and vice

1.5. The singular shall include the plural and vice versa.

not be unreasonably withheld.1.4.3.

be given prior to the party taking such action; and1.4.2.
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whichever event occurs first.

the Company is liquidated or the said 8hare Blocks are_cancelled,

used in conjunction therewith, arising from the Use Agreement until either

erected on the sites pursuant to articles 3.4 and 31, and the movables

accommodation to be utilised for time-sharing residential purposes, if any,

accommodation marked 8B01 to 8B14 on Annexure "B" and any further

being of each such share block, a time-sharing interest in the

terms of, and as set out in Annexure "A", confer on the holder for the time

3.2. The shares comprising the share blocks numbered 018B to 148B shall in

each have been issued as set out in articles 3.2, 3.3 and 3.4.

(four thousand eight hundred and thirty two) ordinary shares of one rand

hundred and thirty two) ordinary shares of one rand each, of which 4 832

eight hundred and thirty two rand] divided into: 4 832 (four thousand eight

3.1. The authorised share capital of the company is R4 832,00 [four thousand

3. SHARES

the directors so decide.

branch or kind of business may have been actually commenced or not, so long as

times as they think fit, and further, may be kept by them in abeyance, whether such

undertaken by the company, may be undertaken by the directors at such time or

company or by these articles is either expressly or by implication authorised to be

Any branch or kind of business or any act which by the memorandum of the

2. BUSINESS
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/

(lithetime-sharing interest").

residential purposes erected on the sites.

and any further accommodation to be utilised for time-sharing

of the accommodation marked SB01 to SB14 on Annexure 'B',

All for the time modules referred to in Annexure "A" in respect

Management Regulations;

and business facilities in terms of the Use Agreement and the

with other holders, of the common property, common facilities

3.2.3. the right to, or interest in the recurrent annual use in common

to in article 3.2.1; and

use of the movables used in conjunction with the right referred

3.2.2. the right to or interest in the recurrent and annual and exclusive

time-sharing residential purposes; and

use, possession and occupation of the accommodation for

3.2.1. the right to or interest in the recurrent and annual exclusive

The said time-sharing interest consists of :

accommodation is to be erected.

right to the use of such portion of the land upon which such

blocks shall confer upon the Share Block Developer the sole and exclusive

Until such accommodation shall have been completed, the said share
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share blocks shall confer upon the Share Block Developer the right to the

Until an improvement, if any, in respect of such site is completed, the said

shares a time-sharing interest in the relevant site or sites.

decides in order to confer upon the holders of such sub-divided

a particular share block into as many shares as the developer so

In this regard, the developer has the discretion and right to sub-divide

to SB43 (SB forty three) on Annexure "B".

the land upon which the sites are situated and marked SB15 (SB fifteen)

Blocks Act, or commercial purposes or other purposes, of such portion of

with the Registrar of Companies in terms of Section 7(5) of the Share

5(1)(a) of the Share Blocks Act, arising from any use agreement lodged

restriction imposed in the permit granting the consent in terms of Section

permanent continuous right of use of the relevant site subject to any

Developer in its discretion may decide or any other interest including a

without limitation a time-sharing interest in such form as the Share Block

as the Share Block Developer may from time to time decide, including

three) SBSP inclusive confer on the Share Block Developer such interest

3.4. The shares comprising the share blocks 15 (fifteen) SBSP to 43 (forty

(BF one) on Annexure "B".

a permanent continuous right of use of the business facilities marked BF01

of and as set out in Annexure "A", confer upon the Share Block Developer

3.3. The shares comprising share block number 01 (one) SBBF shall in terms
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them, or to retain or dispose of or transfer such shares, .nor shall the

other right to purchase the shares or otherwise come into possession of

any steps to have satisfied itself that the holder had any contractual or

lodged, nor shall it be required to satisfy itself or be deemed to have taken

to recognise any trust or interest express or implied in any document

bound by or deemed to have taken cognisance of or compelled in any way

the identity of the shareholder, provided that the company shall not be

articles, or such other documents as the company may require to establish

lodges with the company the instrument of transfer required by these

estate, or a trustee, administrator or curator in his capacity as such, who

person, including the trustee of a trust or the administrator or curator of an

shareholder any person, company, trust, estate, institution or other legal

3.6. Unless the directors otherwise decide, the company may register as a

person.

whatsoever to or interest whatsoever in such share on the part of any

recognise any trust, charge, encumbrance, lien or any other claims

by a Court of competent Jurisdiction, or as by law required, be bound to

accordingly shall not (evenwhen having notice thereof), except as ordered

registered holder of any share as the absolute owner thereof and

3.5. Save as herein provided, the company shall be entitled to treat the

use of such portion of the land being the sites marked SB15 (SB fifteen)

to SB43 (SB forty three) on Annexure "B".
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as the directors deem adequate being given, and after such advertisements

upon proof thereof to the satisfaction of the directors, on such indemnity

new certificate in lieu thereof. If any certificate be lost or destroyed, the_n

the directors, they may order the same to be cancelled, and may issue a

4.4. If any certificate be worn out or defaced, then upon production thereof to

this article.

more persons they shall be treated as one (1) member for the purposes of

which it is issued. Where shares are registered in the name of two (2) or

blocks. Every certificate of shares shall specify the shares in respect of

all his shares or to several certificates each for one (1) or more of his share

4.3. Every member shall be entitled without payment to one (1) certificate for

be delivery thereof by the company to that shareholder.

the company's register of members by pre-paid post, shall be deemed to

4.2. Posting of a share certificate to the address of a shareholder reflected in

provisions of section 95 of the Act.

directors may from time to time prescribe, but subject always to the

under the authority of the directors in such manner and form as the

4.1. The certificates of title to shares and to options on shares shall be issued

4. CERTIFICATES

registering any subsequent transfer thereof.

company incur any liability in any way for so registering the shares or for
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share block; and

question, and the Time-sharing interest pertalnlnq to the said

portion of t~~_loan obligation allocated to the share block in

5.1.1. the transfer, cession, delegation and assignment of the relevant

share block, and together with:

same transferee as the whole of the other shares included in the same

and no share may be transferred except simultaneously with and to the

independently from all the other shares contained in the same share block,

5.1. No share in the capital of the company shall be capable of being held

5. TRANSFER AND TRANSMISSION OF SHARES

be sufficient delivery to all joint holders of that share.

respect thereof, and deliveryof a certificate for a share to that person shall

persons shall be delivered to the person first named on the register in

4.5. The certificate of shares registered in the names of two (2) or more

this article.

consider reasonable in the circumstances for any certificate issued under

The directors may make such charge as they may from time to time

company of the evidence of such destruction or loss, and of the indemnity.

repay to the company all expenses incidental to the investigation by the

loss or destruction, the member to whom the new certificate is given, shall

to the person entitled to such lost or destroyed certificate. In the case of

as the directors may approve, a new certificate in lieu thereof shall be given
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Act.

in~!~~__r-~_gi~~rin respect thereof in terms of Section 133 of the Companies

remain the holder of such share until the name of the transferee is entered

with the signature of the transferee. The transferor shall be deemed to

and by the transferee unless the directors (in their sale discretion) dispense

5.4. The instrument of transfer of any share shall be signed by the transferor,

company and him, and these articles.

insofar as permitted in terms of the said use agreement between the

the shares comprising such share block or any rights therein, except

5.3. The holder of a share block in the company shall not transfer or alienate

any shares held by the share block developer.

consent by the directors shall be necessary for the transfer of

5.2.2. Notwithstanding anything to the contrary in article 5.2.1, no

consent and approval of the directors of the company; and

5.2.1. No share may be transferred to any transferee without the prior

class of shares:

5.2. Save as otherwise provided in these articles or in the terms of issue of any

obligations thereunder.

the assumption by the transferee of all the transferor's5.1.2.
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and certified by any officer of the company as being in order, before the

Even after the giving_and lodging of such notice, the company shall be

entitled to give effect to any instruments signed under the authority to sign,
~

of the authority shall have been given and lodged at the company's

transfer office at which the authority was lodged, produced or exhibited.

acted upon, until such time as express notice in writing of the revocation

and the grantor of such authority, be taken and deemed to continue and

remain in full force and effect, and the company may allow the same to be

transferring shares which may be lodged with, or produced or exhibited to

the company at any of its proper offices shall, as between the company

transfer the shares. All authorities granted by members for the purpose of

the company may require to prove the title of the transferor, or his right to

certificate of the shares to be transferred and/or such other evidence as

company at which it is presented for registration, accompanied by the

5.7. Every instrument of transfer shall be left at the transfer office of the

thereunder.

assumed all the transferor'S rights and obligations to the company

assigned by the transferor to the transferee, and the transferee has duly

the directors that any existing agreement, including the said Use

Agreement between the company and the transferor has been duly

-Company, unless and until proof has been produced to the satisfaction of

5.6. No transfer of any shares shall be registered in the Share Register of the

common form, or as near thereto as circumstances will permit.

5.5. The instrument of transfer of any share shall be in writing in the usual
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entitled by this article to any shares, to his nominee.

5.11: The directors shall have the same right to refuse to register a person

;

\
J

company as having any title to or interest in such shares.
. (Iv , )'': .

registered shares, the survivor shall be the only person recognised by the

and in the case of the death of anyone or more of the joint holders of any

as having any title to the shares registered in the name of such member,

several joint holders) shall be the only persons recognised by the company

5.10. The executors or administrators of a deceased member (not being one of

the directors from time to time, be paid before the registration thereof.

circumstances, may be charged for each transfer and shall, if required by

5.9. A fee, as may be determined by the directors to be reasonable in the

same.

to register shall, on demand, be returned to the person depositing the

company, but any instrument of transfer which the directors may decline

5.8. All instruments of transfer which shall be registered shall be retained by the

the company.

a duly certified copy of such agent's authority be produced and filed with

allow the exercise of any act or matter by an agent for a member unless

giving and lodging of such notice. The company shall not be bound to
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the company.

6.4. Save as is provided herein, no pledgee shall have any prior claim against

which the company shall be entitled to proceed with the sale.

pledgee to the company, to remedy the breach of the holder, and failing

pledgee twenty one (21) days notice to the address furnished by the

company shall have received written notice, the company shall give such

6.3. Should any share be subject to any pledge in respect of which the

been made within the said period of fourteen (14) days.

of such sum, and stating the directors' intention to sell if payment has not

days notice to the member, stating the amount and demanding payment

is presently payable and remains unpaid notwithstanding fourteen (14)

think fit. No sale shall be made in terms of this article unless some sum

and in such manner and upon such terms and conditions as they may

directors may, subject to article 6.3, sell the share at such time or times

6.2. Subject to article 9.5 and for the purposes of enforcing such lien the

payment thereof shall have actually arrived or not.

any proceedings instituted by the company and whether the period for the

share and share block for all amounts owed to it, including the costs of

6.1. Save as is provided herein, the company shall have a first lien on every

6. LIEN ON SHARES
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or restrictions attached to all or any shares of any class may be amended,

7.2. Subject to any right or restriction under which shares are held, the rights

may prescribe.

capital by such sum divided into shares of such amount as the resolution

7.1. The company may from time to time by special resolution increase the

7. INCREASE AND ALTERATION OF CAPITAL

person.

to such shares and the validity of the sale may not be impeached by any

company for the purchase price of the share, shall constitute a good title

entitled to such share or its proceeds. Such affidavit, and a receipt of the

evidence of the facts therein stated as against all persons claiming to be

has been duly sold in accordance with this article, shall be conclusive

6.7. An affidavit by a director or the secretary of the company that the share

proceedings in relation to the sale.

his title to the shares be affected by any irregularities or invalidity in the

not be bound to see to the application for the purchase money, nor shall

name in the register of members of the company and the purchaser shall

6.6. Upon any such sale as aforesaid, the directors may enter the purchaser's

shall then be paid to any pledgee or the member as the case may be.

satisfaction of the amount owed to the company, and the balance, if any,

6.5. The net proceeds of any such sale shall firstly be applied in or towards the
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and with a preferential or qualified right to dividends and in the distribution

7.3. Subject to the aforegoing, the new shares may be offered or,issued at par,

adjournment takes place, shall constitute a quorum.

members present or represented at the meeting to which the

shall be adjourned to the fifth business day thereafter and the

question: provided that if a quorum is not present the meeting

holding at least one-third of the issued shares of the class in

shall be a member or members present in person or by proxy,

meeting, except that a quorum at any such general meeting

general meetings shall apply to any such separate general

resolution, and the provisions of these articles relating to

question in the same manner, mutatis mutandis, as a special

separate general meeting of the holders of the shares in

the approval of or ratification by a resolution passed at a7.2.2.

three-quarters of the shares in question, or

the written consent or ratification of the holders of at least7.2.1.

in question, shall be effected without:

special rights or restriction or other interests of the holders of the shares

cancellation or issue which directly or indirectly adversely affects those

class of shares: provided that no such amendment, modification, variation,

be issued ranking in any respect in priority to or pari passu with any such

modified, varied or cancelled by a special resolution, and any shares may
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been taken up by any person, or which no person has agreed to take;

8.3. cancel any shares which, at the date of passing of the resolution have not

than is fixed by its memorandum;

8.2. sub-divide its existing shares or any of them into shares of smaller amount

amount than its existing shares;

8.1. consolidate and divide all or any of its share capital into shares of larger

The company may from time to time by special resolution:

8. CONSOLIDATION, SUB-DIVISION AND REDUCTION OF CAPITAL

otherwise.

provisions herein contained with reference to transfer, transmission and

considered part of the original capital, and shall be subject to the

articles, any capital raised by the creation of new shares shall be

7.4. Except so far as otherwise provided by the conditions of issue, or by these

determine.

members will direct, or if the resolution so directs, as the directors may

and such rights and privileges attached thereto as the resolution of

of the assets of the company, or upon such other terms and conditions
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as are not more onerous than loans granted by a Financial

a third party to the company, upon such terms and conditions

_____9Y!_of monies lent or advanced or to be lent and advanced by

company owing or to be owing to any third party and arising

"Third Party Loan Obligation" means the loan obligation of the9.1.4.

Sharing Act; and

of the improvements in terms of section 7(1) of the Time-

"Completion" means upon the issue of a certificate in respect9.1.3.

company owing or to be owing to the Share Block Developer;

"Seilers Loan obligation" means the loan obligation of the9.1.2.

Blocks Act;

"Loan obligation" has the meaning assigned to it by the Share9.1.1.

9.1. In this article:

9. ALLOCATION OF LOAN OBLIGATION

into shares of another class.

8.5. save as herein provided convert any of its shares, whether issued or not,

and consent required by law; or

account in any manner and with, and subject to, any incident authorised,

8.4. reduce its share capital, any capital redemption fund or any share premium
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obligation or the seifer's loan obligation.

and that the improvements may be financed by the third party loan

Block Developer to finance the erection of the improvements on the land

encumbered from time to time at the option and discretion of the Share

Company may be increased and/or the Company's assets may be

9.3. In terms of Section 14(6}of the Share Blocks Act, the loan obligation of the

completion of the improvements.

obligation shall be allocated in such a case prior to the

holder thereof erects improvements on that site, the loan

a right of use to an unimproved site on condition that the

9.2.2. where the share block developer pursuant to its rights confers

to which a share block is allocated is completed; and

9.2.1. that such allocation shall only take place when an improvement

provided:

bears to the total number of shares in respect of such share blocks,

proportion which the number of shares comprising such share blocks

blocks conferring rights of use in respect of business facilities, in the

9.2. Any loan obligation shall be allocated to all share blocks, save for share

bond over land in respect of rural immovable property.

Funds) Act No 39 of 1984, against Security of a first mortgage

Institution as defined in the Financial Institutions (Investment of
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Annexure "A" is amended: or

of which such allocation is confirmed and

vote for a motion by Special Resolution in terms

adjournment thereof from time to time and to

any general meeting of the Company, or any

Developer or its nominee as their agent to attend

Either irrevocably appointing the Share Block9.4.3.1.

acting, hereby:

9.4.3. All holders irrevocably agree to the Share Block Developer so

the said Share Blocks cancelled, whichever event occurs firs.

articles 3.3, 3.4, or 3.5 until the company is either liquidated or

interest pursuant to article 3.2, or a right of use pursuant to

upon the holder of such share blocks either a time-sharing

allocate share blocks to the improvements, in order to confer

divides or consolidates a share block, in its discretion to

9.4.2. The Share Block Developer shall be entitled, where it sub-

terms of article 9.2;

9.4.1. the Seller's or third party loan obligation shall be allocated in

9.4. On completion of the improvements:
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time to time, provided that the company shall not be entitled, in realising

security for any outstanding obligation by the holder to the qompany from

preceding articles shall be deemed to be ceded to the company as

9.S. Any loan made or assumed by any holder to the company pursuant to the

9.5.4. be free of interest.

wound up; and

9.5.3. be repayable to the holder in the event of the company being

holders by Special Resolution elect to do so;

9.5.2. not be repayable to that holder by the company unless the

9.5.1. constitute a loan to the company;

to him shall:

9.5. The monies owing to each holder in respect of the loan obligation allocated

said Section.

and agent to give such consent in terms of the

Developer or its nominee as their lawful attorney

holders hereby appointing the Share Block

being passed in terms of such Section, the

of Section 199(3A) of the Act to such Resolution

Alternatively the holders hereby consent in terms9.4.3.2.
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as the Share Block Developer may require for the erection of the

the improvements, the right to occupy such part of the common property

9.10. From the time that the Share Block Developer exercises its rights to erect

the improvements in such phases as it deems appropriate.

9.9. Subject to article 9.8 the Share Block Developer in its discretion, may effect

is obliged to do so in terms of any obligation to a holder.

9.8. The improvements will be erected as and when the Share Block Developer

these articles of association.

9.7.2. is consented to by the directors of the company in terms of

disposed his share block and Time-Sharing Interest; and

9.7.1. is made to the person to whom the said share-holder has

cession:

loan may be ceded by the holder to a third party, provided that such

9.7. Subject to the cession in favour of the company in article 9.6, any such

said holder.

relevant share block and the relevant Time-Sharing interest owned by the

unless such disposition is made simultaneously with the disposition of the

such loan for the purpose of enforcing its security, to dispose of such loan,
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on all persons, irrespective of whether they were parties to the dispute.

expert and not an arbitrator, and whose decision shall be final and binding

architect appointed by the Share Block Developer, who shall act as an

completed or as to the quality thereof, such dispute shall be referred to an

9.14. In the event of any dispute as to whether the improvements have been

party loan obligation.

and conditions as are not more onerous than those applicable to the third

costs incurred by the company in erecting the improvements and on terms

increase or encumbrance shall be for an amount equivalent to the actual

Blocks Act] in order to finance the erection of the improvements. The

assets [and this is deemed to be a reference to Section 14(6) of the Share

9.13. The Company may increase its loan obligation andj or encumber any of its

the issue of a certificate contemplated in article 9.1.3.

9.12. The improvements shall be deemed to be completed for all purposes upon

liable for payment of the service fee in respect thereof in terms of article 28.

thereto in terms of article 9.1.3, the holder of such share block shall be

allocated thereto in terms of article 9.4 and a certificate issued in regard

9.11. From the date the improvements have been erected and share blocks

consideration whatsoever.

improvements, shall vest in the Share Block Developer without any
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members shall be obliged to permit the directors to cause the company to

10.3. Notwithstanding anything to the contrary contained in these articles, the

or to refinance any existing mortgage bond; and

deficit in the levy fund contemplated by Section 13 of the Share Block Act

money for the purposes of the company, only to finance any shortfall or

10.2. the directors may cause the company to borrow such sum or sums of

cause the company to borrow from any third party;

other financial institution the share block developer shall not be entitled to

Company is entitled to substitute on conditions not more onerous, with any

10.1. Subject to article 10.2 and save for any existing mortgage bond which the

Company;

any member, and save for any existing mortgage bonds over the land of the

provisions of any agreement existing from time to time between the company and

Subject to the restrictions contained in the Share Blocks Control Act and the

10. BORROWING POWERS

in this regard.

no claim whatsoever against the company or the Share Block Developer

and as a result thereof he may suffer inconvenience. A holder shall have

improvements on the land may not be complete and ready for occupation,

occupation of the accommodation for his time module, the other

9.15. The holder acknowledges being aware that it is possible that on
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meeting will be determined by the directors.

Subject to the provisions of the Act, the place and time qf any general

of the company may be convened on a requisition lnterms of the Act.

company or a general meeting of members. In addition, general meetings

11.2. The directors may whenever they think fit convene a general meeting of the

and MODJADJI.

company shall be a combined annual general meeting of MSB, MTSSB

particular annual general meeting, the annual general meeting of the

unless the members in general meeting decide otherwise in respect of any

combined board of directors of MSB, MTSSB and MODJADJI, and save

and that of the next. For so long as the board of directors constitutes the

elapse between the date of one annual general meeting of the company

of the company, and provided that not more than fifteen (15) months shall

be held not later than nine (9) months after the end of each financial year

may determine provided, however, that the annual general meeting shall

shall be held once in every year at such time and place as the directors

11.1. Subject to the relevant provisions of the Act, an annual general meeting

11. GENERAL MEETINGS

contravention herewith, shall be valid.

at any time, and no other mortgage, charge or other security which is in

obligation referred to in articles 10.1 and 10.2, by means of any mortgage,

charge or other security on the undertaking or the assets of the company

secure the repayment of any sum or sums or the performance of an
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receive and consider the balance sheet and accounts, the reports of the

11.7. The business of the Annual General Meeting of the company shall be to

not invalidate any resolution passed at any such meeting.

11.6. The accidental omission to give notice of any meeting to members shall

be a member.

attend and vote and speak in his stead, and that such proxy need not also

that a member entitled to attend and vote is entitled to appoint a proxy to

11.5. In every notice there shall appear with reasonable prominence, a statement

rights of the members.

not less than ninety-five percent (95%) in nominal value of the total voting

right to attend and vote at the meeting, being a majority together holding

called if it is so agreed by a majority in number of the members having the

article, a meeting of the company shall be deemed to have been duly

11.4. Notwithstanding that it is called by shorter notice than that specified in this

company, entitled to receive such notices from the company.

shall be given to such persons as are, under the regulations of the

in the case of special business, the general nature of that business, and

The notice shall specify the place, the date and the hour of meeting and,

any other general meeting shall be called by fourteen (14) days notice.

special resolution shall be called by twenty-one (21) clear days' notice, and

11.3. An annual general meeting and a meeting called for the passing of a
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the members present shall choose one of the directors to be chairman.

choose a chairman who shall be a director, and in default of their doing so,

appointed for holding the meeting, or is unwilling to act, the directors may

any meeting he shall not be present within ten (10) minutes after the time

11.9. The chairman of the directors, or in his absence the vice-chairman, or if at

personally present for the purposes of these articles.

by an authorised representative shall be deemed to be a member

company. A company being a member of this company and represented

Block Developer is present for as long as he shall hold shares in the

been constituted at any general meeting of the company unless the Share

and notwithstanding the aforegoing, no quorum will be regarded as having

general meeting unless the requisite quorum is present. Subject to 11.10

meeting of the company, and no business shall be transacted at any

11.8. Three (3) members present personally shall be a quorum for a general

before such meeting.

which is brought under consideration by the report of the directors laid

to be transacted at an annual general meeting, and any other business

which in terms of these articles or the Act or the Share Blocks Act ought

transaction of any matters prescribed by the Act, and any other business

of the company (subject to the provisions of these articles) and the

directors and auditors and the appointment of auditors and other directors
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adjournment shall be taken forthwith. A motion on any other question shall

11.13. A motion on the election of a chairman, or on a question of an

the meeting at which the poll by ballot was demanded.

and the result of the poll by ballot shall be deemed to be the resolution of

11.12. The poll by ballot shall be taken in such manner as the chairman directs,

show of hands each member shall have one vote.

decided on a show of hands unless a poll by ballot is demanded. On a

11.11. At any general meeting, a resolution put to the vote of the meeting shall be

when it was adjourned.

which the meeting has been adjourned and the matter before the meeting

notice otherwise than in writing stating that the date, time and place to

aforesaid, the company shall within 3 (three) days of adjournment give

the meeting was called. Where a meeting has been adjourned as

block developer is present or not, who may transact the business for which

present thereat personally or by proxy irrespective as to whether the share

the quorum at such adjourned meeting shall be the member or members

and place, and if any such date is a public holiday, Saturday or Sunday,

on the first business day thereafter. Subject to the provisions of the Act,

case of a special resolution, to a day 7 (seven) days later at the same time

two) hours later in the same week at the same time and place, and in the

not present, the meeting shall in all cases stand adjourned to 72 (seventy

11.10. If within half an hour from the time appointed for the meeting a quorum is
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the registered holder of such shares, provided, that forty-eight (48) hours

at any general meeting in respect thereof in the same manner as if he were

12.2. Any person entitled under article 5 to the transfer of any share, may vote

195 of the Act.

have a vote and exercise the voting rights determined by Sections 193and

12.1. On a poll every member present in person or by proxy, shall be entitled to

12, VOTES OF MEMBERS

at the meeting from which the adjournment took place.

transacted at any adjourned meeting other than the business left unfinished

from time to time and tram place to place, but no business shall be

the meeting (and shall if so directed by the meeting), adjourn the same

of meetings, the chairman of a general meeting may, with the consent of

11.15. Subject to the provisions of the Act relating to the compulsory adjournment

a second or casting vote.

takes place, or at which the poll by ballot is demanded, shall be entitled to

poll by ballot, the chairman at the meeting at which the show of hands

11.14. In the case of an equality of votes, whether on a show of hands or on a

demanded.

of any business, other than the question upon which the poll has been

of a poll shall not prevent the continuation of a meeting for the transaction

be taken at such time as the chairman of the meeting directs. The taking
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shareholder shall be entitled to vote, if duly authorised under that power,

body. The holder of a general or special power of attorney given by a

a corporate body, under the hand of an officer or agent authorised by the

appointer, or of his agent duly authorised in writing, or, if the appointer is

12.4. The instrument appointing a proxy shall be in writing under the hand of the

entitled to vote in respect of such shares.

administrator whose name stands first on the register shall alone be

is tendered, and objects to the vote, in which case the executor, or

executors or administrators is present at the meeting at which such vote

administrators may vote in respect of such share unless any other of such

member in whose sole name any shares stand, any of such executors or

Where there are several executors or administrators of a deceased

in respect of such shares, shall alone be entitled to vote in respect thereof.

one of the said persons so present whose name stands first on the register

such joint holders be present at any meeting, personally or by proxy, that

of such share as if he were solely entitled thereto, and if more than one of

persons may vote at any meeting, either personally or by proxy, in respect

12.3. Where there are joint registered holders of any share, anyone of such

previously admitted his right to vote at such meeting.

of his right to take transfer of such shares, unless the directors shall have

may be, at which the person proposes to vote, he shall satisfy the directors

before the time of holding the meeting or adjourned meeting, as the case
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other form which the directors shall approve:

12.7. An instrument appointing a proxy shall be in the following form or in any

the chairman of the meeting before the vote is given.

death, revocation or transfer shall have been received at the office or by

respect of which the vote is given, provided no intimation in writing of the

principal, or revocation of the power or proxy, or transfer of the share in

instrument of proxy shall be valid notwithstanding the previous death of the

12.6. A vote in accordance with the terms of a power of attorney or an

provides.

(12) months from the date of its execution, unless the proxy otherwise

instrument appointing a proxy shall be valid after the expiration of twelve

of attending or voting at that meeting or any adjournment thereof. No

herewith the power or instrument shall be treated as invalid for the purpose

or vote pursuant thereto or in respect thereof. In default of compliance

at which the person named in such power or instrument purports to attend,

than forty-eight (48) hours before the time for the holding of the meeting

notarially certified copy thereof, shall be deposited at the office not less

a proxy and the power of attorney (if any) under which it is signed, or a

12.5. Any such general or special power of attorney or the instrument appointing

whether or not he be himself a shareholder in the company.

to attend and take part in the meetings and proceedings of the company,
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Unless otherwise instructed, the proxy will vote as he thinks fit. A member entitled to
attend and vote at the meeting is entitled to appoint a proxy to attend, speak and vote
in his stead. The proxy need not be a member of the company.

Signed this day of 19 .

Resolution _

Resolution _

Resolution _

AbstainAgainstIn favour of

and at any adjournment thereof as follows:

held on the day of 19 .

at the (Annual General or General, as the case may be) meeting of the company, to be

of as my/our proxy to vote for me/us on my/our behalf

or failing him .

............................................ of .

being a member/members of the abovementioned company, hereby appoint

of .l/We

(NAME OF COMPANy)
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time-share directors.

aggregate from each of MSB, MTSSB, and MODJADJI shall constitute the

the highest number of votes on a poll in favour of their appointment in

meetings of each of MSB, MTSSB and MODJADJI. The two nominees with

nominees for the time-share directors shall be submitted to the general

otherwise in accordance with the Companies Act. The same list of

appointment of the time-share directors on notice to the company and

13.3. Time-sharers shall be entitled to put forward nominations for the

a requirement that such directors hold shares in the company.

properties. Notwithstanding the aforegoing, this shall not be construed as

MTSSB or MODJADJI or any future development on any of the MWR

or the trustee of a trust owning time-sharers' shares in anyone of MSB,

member of a company or close corporation owning time-sharers' shares

be holders of time-sharers' shares or the spouse of a time-sharer or a

the MABULA BOARD. Where reasonably possible such directors should

MODJADJI shall be entitled to nominate and appoint 2 (two) directors to

articles 13.3, 13.4, 13.5 and 13.6, the time-sharers of MSB, MTSSB and

13.2. Subject to the provisions of section 12(1) of the Share Blocks Act and

accordance with this article.

(eight) who shall be elected or appointed to the MABULA BOARD in

13.1. The number of directors shall be not less than 6 (six) nor more than 8

13. DIRECTORS
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and as provided in article 13.14.

special resolution of MSB, MTSSB, MODJADJI and such future company

of time-sharers' directors shall not be increased save in terms of any

provided in articles 13.2, 13.3 and 13.4, provided however that the number

Mabula Board and to vote in respect thereof, on the same basis as

such companies shall be entitled to nominate time-sharers' directors to the

companies to form part of the combined Mabula Board. The members of

of the Mabula Consortium and for the board of directors of company or

agreement, the company or companies are required to become members

having time-sharing rights to the scheme, in terms of the joint management

scheme and shares in one or more share block companies are issued

13.5. If any of the MWR properties is developed as a property time- sharing

excluded from voting at a meeting of shareholders.

directors as the director in respect of whom the said developer shall be

such director. Such director shall be identified on the nomination list of

developer shall be precluded from voting in respect of the appointment of

shareholders on the MABULA BOARD, excluding the developer and such

Blocks A~t, for the purpose of section 12(1) of the Share Blocks Act, one

time-share director ~hall be deemed to be the representatives of the

properties constitutes a developer as defined in Section 1 of the Share

future property time sharing scheme developed on any of the MWR

13.4. If any shareholder or shareholders in MSB, MTSSB or MODJADJI or any
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development on any of the MWR properties granting shareholders rights

13.9. If any shareholder or shareholders in MSB or MODJADJI. or any future,

MODJADJI shall constitute the whole-owners' directors.

in favour of the appointment in the aggregate from each of MSB and

MODJADJI. The two nominees with the highest number of votes on a poll

nominees shall be submitted to the general meetings of MSB and

otherwise in accordance with the Companies Act. The same list of

13.8. Whole-owners shall be entitled to put forward nominations for the

appointment of the time-share directors on notice to the company and

company.

construed as a requirement that such directors hold shares in the

the MWR properties. Notwithstanding the aforegoing, this shall not be

in either one of MSB or MODJADJI, or any future development on any of

whole-owner shares or the trustee of a trust owning whole-owner shares

member or representative of a company or close corporation owning

owner, or the spouse of a whole-owner or a member of a company or a

directors. Where reasonably possible such director should be a whole-

MODJADJI shall be entitled to nominate and appoint 2 (two) directors to

the MABULA BOARD, such directors to be known as the whole-owners'

-articles 13.8, 13.9, 13.10 and 13.15, the whole-owners of MSB and

13.7. Subject to the provisions of section 12(1) of the Share Blocks Act, and

13.6. Each year, by rotation, one time-share director shall retire, but may hold

himself available for re-election, subject to article 13.4.
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BOARD.

cease to be entitle_<:I_~_~epointthe developer's dlrectors to the MABULA

falls below the 5% (five per cent) referred to in article 13.11, MRS shall

13.12. In the event that the MRS shareholding in MSB, MTSSB and MODJADJI

directors.

directors to the MABULA BOARD, to be known as the developers'

such shares, MRS shall be entitled to nominate and appoint 2 (two)

MODJADJI, determined according to the number of votes applicable to

cent) of the total number of issued shares in anyone of MSB, MTSSB or

13.11. For so long as MRS is the registered holder of more than 5% (five per

Ihimself available for re-election, subject to article 13.9.

13.10. Each year, by rotation, one whole-owner director shall retire, but may hold

voting at a meeting of shareholders.

director in respect of whom the said developer shall be excluded from

Such director shall be identified on the nomination list of directors as the

be precluded from voting in respect of the appointment of such director.

the MABULA BOARD excluding such developer and such developer shall

director shall be deemed to be the representative of the shareholders on

the purpose of section 12(1) of the Share Blocks Act, one whole-owner

constitutes a developer as defined in section 1 of the Share Blocks Act, for

substantially similar to the whole owners rights on MTSSBand MODJADJI
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MABULA BOARD.

developers' director or Lodge director, as the case may be, to the

offi<::~_!~E~§_t:lyreason, by similar notice to appoint another person as a

appointed and, upon such removal or upon an appointee ceasing to hold

shall be entitled by similar written notice to remove any person so

of the MABULA BOARDwith copies to the auditors and the secretary and

Lodge directors respectively, on written notice addressed to the Chairman

13.16. MRS and MI shall be entitled to appoint the developers directors and the

Share Blocks Act and article 13.9.

directors, subject however to the provisions of Section 12(1) of the

entitled to vote in respect of the appointment of the two whole-owner

are granted, the members of such company or companies shall be

properties, and rights similar to the rights granted to whole-owners

13.15. If and when any development is established on any of the MWR

share director and one whole-owner respectively.

entitled to nominate to the MABULABOARDwill be increased by one time-

representatives to which the time-sharers and whole-owners shall be

directors in accordance with article 13.12 above, the number of

13.14. In the event that MRS is no longer entitled to appoint the developers'

MABULA BOARD.

successors-in-title) shall be entitled to nominate 2 (two) directors to the

13.13. MI in its capacity as the beneficial holder of the Lodge share block (and its
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members of any shareholders or any of them.

of the directors or any committee of the directors or any m~eting of the

directors, including those of attending or travelling to and from meetings

properly incurred by them in or about the performance of their duties as

The directors may also be paid all travelling, hotel and other expenses

directors. Such remuneration shall be deemed to accrue from day to day.

13.21. The remuneration of directors shall from time to time be determined by the

shares in the company to qualify him as such.

13.20. Neither a director nor an alternate director shall be required to hold any

fiduciary position to each of MSB, MTSSB and MODJADJI.

responsibility and obligations as directors of companies and shall be in a

13.19. The members appointed to the MABULA BOARD shall have the same

number is below such minimum.

purpose of filling vacancies or calling general meetings, act so long as the

by the company in general meeting, the directors shall not, except for the

body, but so that if the number falls below the minimum (if any) determined

13.18. The continuing directors may act notwithstanding any vacancy in their

subject however to the provisions of these articles.

directors and the whole-owner directors may be filled by the directors

vacancy occurring in the board of directors in respect of the time-share

13.17. Unless the company in general meeting otherwise determines, a casual
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accordance with article 13.16; or

he is removed by the party hereto nominating him in~13.23.4.

he is found to be lunatic or becomes of unsound mind; or13.23.3.

or composition with his creditors generally; or

law for the time being in force, or if he makes any arrangement

he commits an act of insolvency as defined in the insolvency

of his estate or an application for an administration order, or if

13.23.2. his estate is sequestrated or he files a petition for the surrender

under the Companies Act; or

of the provisions of the Companies Act or any order made

have become prohibited from being a director by reason of any

the Companies' Act or Share Blocks Act or articles or would

13.23.1. he ceases to be a director by virtue of any of the provisions of

13.23. A director shall cease to hold office as such if -

otherwise as they may determine.

way of salary, commission, percentage or profits or any of these or

scope of the ordinary duties of the director, such extra remuneration by

performs any services which in the opinion of the directors are outside the

devotes special attention to the business of the company, or otherwise

13.22. The directors may pay any director who serves on any committee or who
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received by him as a director or member of the MABULA BOARD or any

be accountable to the company for any remuneration or. other profits

called upon by the MABULA BOARD to do so, and no such director shall

he agrees to give his services to MABULA in any special capacity when

may accept a retainer from the MABULABOARD in consideration for which

otherwise or may be employed by the MABULA BOARD in any capacity or

CONSORTIUM and/or any of its members may be interested as partner or

operations or concern in which MABULA and/or the MABULA

13.24. A director may represent MABULA in the management of any business or

provisions of these articles.

13.23.8. he is otherwise removed in accordance with any of the

director and the directors resolve that his office is vacated;

and is not represented at any such meetings by an alternate

without special leave of absence from the MABULA BOARD,

on the business of MABULA for a period of 6 (six) months

13.23.7. he absents himself from the meetings of the directors, except

development on any of the MWR properties;

MTSSB, MODJADJI and, if applicable, any future share block

13.23.6. he is removed by a shareholders resolution of each of MSB,

BOARD;

he resigns his office by notice in writing to the MABULA13.23.5.
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13.26. Without derogating from the generality of article 13.25 above -

arrangement, and in accordance with the provisions of the Companies Act.

otherwise, whether or not it appears on the face of the contract or

to the MABULA BOARD in writing, be it as director or member or

disclose the fact of his possessing any interest and full particulars thereof

provided that any director so interested or acquiring any benefit shall

office or by reason of the fiduciary relationship thereby established,

such contract or arrangement by reason of any such director holding that

be liable to account to MABULA for any profits or benefits realised under

of any person, company or partnership in relation to the affairs of MABULA

under any contract or arrangement made or entered into by or on behalf

director so contracting or being so interested or acquiring any benefit

MABULA BOARD not constituting an independent quorum, nor shall any

interested, be invalidated or voided by any such reason or by reason of the

in which any director may be a member, director or partner or otherwise

contract or agreement entered into with any company or partnership of or

BOARD in which any director may be in any way interested, nor any

such contract or arrangement entered into by or on behalf of the MABULA

MABULA may be interested in, for a commission or profit, nor shall any

MABULA BOARD in any manner whatsoever or any company which

13.25. No director shall be disqualified by his office from contracting with the

in.

company or business with which the company is associated or interested
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determined on a 75% (seventy five per cent) majority of votes of the

resolve that his tenure of the office of managing director qr manager be

cease for any reason to be a director, or if the MABULA BOARD shall

appointment of a managing director shall determine ipso facto if he shall

a pension, gratuity or other benefit on his retirement from office. The

may think fit, and it may be made a term of his appointment that he is paid

partly in one way or partly in another) and generally on such terms as they

(whether by way of salary or commission, or participation in profits, or

the office of managing director for such period and at such remuneration

14.1. The directors may from time to time appoint one or more of their body to

14. MANAGING DIRECTOR

MABULA CONSORTIUM.

auditor of MABULAor any of the companies forming part of the

herein contained shall authorise a director or his firm to act as

services as if he were not a director; provided that nothing

firm shall be entitled to remuneration for those professional

may act in a professional capacity for MABULA and he or his

13.26.2. a director may himself act or any firm of which he is a member

arranged by the directors;

as to remuneration, tenure of office and otherwise as may be

company, other than that of auditor, in conjunction with his

directorship, and may be appointed thereto upon such terms

a director may hold any other office or place of profit in the13.26.1.
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representing in addition to his own vote, if any.

director, he shall have a separate vote, on behalf of each director he is

alternate to more than one director, or when an alternate director is a

appointed as an alternate to more than one director. Where a person is

reference to the other directors of the MABULA BOARD. A person may be

in all respects, be subject to the terms and conditions existing with

director, and on such appointment being made, the alternate director shall,

alternate director in his place during his absence or inability to act as such

15.1. Any director shall have the power to nominate another person to act as

15. ALTERNATE DIRECTORS

all or any of such powers.

powers of the MABULABOARD, and may from time to time revoke or vary

collaterally or to the exclusion of, and in substitution for, all or any of the

they may think expedient; and they may confer such powers either

exercise of such objects and upon such terms and with such restraints as

they may think fit, and may confer such powers for such time and to the

managing director for the time being such of the powers vested in them as

14.2. The directors may from time to time entrust to and confer upon a

exercise any vote which he may have at the meeting.

written notice has been given. The managing director shall be entitled to

directors at a duly constituted meeting of which 21 (twenty one) days
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present at the meeting, be deemed to be present himself and each director

meeting in terms of this agreement shall, if the director so authorised is
-- ----------------

hereof a director who has authorised another director to vote for him at a

nominees of the developer and Lodge shareholder. For the purpose

constitute a nominee of the whole-owners and one each shall constitute

which shall constitute a nominee of the time-sharers and one of which shall

the Timesharing Act, a quorum shall consist of 4 (four) directors, one of

16.2. Subject to the provisions of the Companies' Act, the Share Blocks Act and

of votes, the chairman shall have a second or casting vote.

meeting shall be decided by a majority of votes. In the case of an equality

otherwise regulate their meetings as they think fit. Questions arising at any

16.1. The directors may meet together for the despatch of business, adjourn or

16. PROCEEDINGS OF DIRECTORS

director who appointed him for his remuneration.

him shall have ceased to do so. An alternate director shall look to the

chairman of the MABULA BOARD that the alternate director representing

director who appointed him ceases to be a director or gives notice to the

cause him to cease to hold office in terms of this agreement or if the

shall cease on the happening of any event which, if he were director, would

of the directors they represent. The appointment of an alternate director

appointed them, shall exercise and discharge all the duties and functions

15.2. The alternate directors, whilst acting in the place of directors who
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Block Developer will be the chairman of the directors. if the chairman is

16.5. The members agree that anyone of the directors, appointed by the Share

meetings.

first meeting had been given shall be dealt with at such adjourned

No other matters other than the matter in respect of which notice of the

are present, the directors present shall be deemed to constitute a quorum.

the meeting and, provided that at such adjourned meeting 2 (two) directors

after the date of that meeting as may be determined by those present at

to a day not earlier than 5 (five) days and not later than 14 (fourteen) days

holding of a meeting of the directors, that meeting shall stand adjourned

16.4. If a quorum is not present within half an hour of the appointed time for the

alternate is in the Republic.

shall be given to his alternate, if he has appointed one, provided that such

the time being absent from the Republic, but notice of any such meeting

notice of a meeting of directors of the MABULA BOARD to any director for

telephone, telegram, telex or telefax. It shall not be necessary to give

and may determine the means of giving such notice which may include

determine what period of notice shall be given for meetings of directors

a director, convene a meeting of the directors. The directors may

16.3. A director may at any time and the secretary shall, upon the requisition of

more than 1 (one) director) shall be deemed to be so present.

whose alternate is present at a meeting (even if the latter is alternate to
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of such director or persons acting as aforesaid or that they or any of them

afterwards be discovered that there was some defect in the appointment

or by any person acting as a director, shall notwithstanding that it shall

16.8. All acts done at any meeting of the directors or of a committee of directors,

made by the directors under this article.

same are applicable thereto, and are not superseded by any regulation

regulating the meetings and proceedings of the directors, so far as the

members, shall be governed by the provisions herein contained for

and proceedings of such committee, consisting of two (2) or more

may from time to time be imposed upon it by the directors. The meetings

the exercise of the powers so delegated, conform to any regulations that

time to time revoke such delegation. Any committee so formed shall, in

of such member or members of their body as they think fit, and may from

16.7. The directors may delegate any of their powers to committees consisting

exercisable by the directors generally.

by or under the articles of the company for the time being vested in or

competent to exercise all or any of the authorities, powers and discretions

16.6. A meeting of the directors at which a quorum is present, shall be

be chairman of the meeting.

meeting, the directors present may choose one of the other directors, to

not present within five (5) minutes after the time appointed for holding any
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authorised shall have a vote for each director by whom he is so authorised

director to vote for him at that meeting, and in that event the director so

16.11. A director unable to attend a directors' meeting may authorise any other

passed at a meeting of the Mabula Board duly called and constituted.

course of such proceedings shall be as valid and effectual as if it had been

to include them in the requisite decision. A resolution agreed to during the

been made to contact all directors (or their alternates) in the Republic and

quorum is met and provided further that all reasonable endeavours have

by utilising conference telephone facilities, provided that the required

resolution as contemplated in article 16.9, proceedings may be conducted

impracticable to meet as contemplated in article 16.3 or to pass a

16.10. In the case of matters requiring urgent resolution or, if for any reason it is

by one or more directors or their alternates in terms of this article.

alternate. The resolution may consist of several documents, each signed

but has an alternate who is, the resolution must be signed by that

constituted: Provided that where a director is not present in the Republic,

if it had been passed at a meeting of the directors duly called and

less than are sufficient to form a quorum shall be as valid and effectual as

all the directors for the time being present in the Republic and being not

16.9. A resolution in writing, including through the medium of telefax, signed by

and was qualified to be a director.

were disqualified, be valid as if every such person had been duly appointed
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company for such purposes and with such powers, authorities and

17.3. The directors rnaY.:l!~nx!ime and from timeto time by power of attorney

appoint any person or persons to be the attorney or attorneys of the

17.1, the company shall be wound up.

17.2. Upon the disposal of the land under the circumstances set out in article

Act.

members at a general meeting in terms of Section 8 of the Share Blocks

if such disposal will have been approved by a special resolution of

directors will be entitled to procure that the company disposes of the land

Share Block Act. Without limiting the generality of the aforegoing, the

subject nevertheless, to the provisions of the Act, these articles and the

articles required to be exercised by the company in general meeting,

as may be done by the company, and are not by the Act or by these

exercise all such powers of the company and do all such acts and things

17.1. The business of the company shall be managed by the directors, who may

17. POWERS OF DIRECTORS

to the person presiding at the meeting at which it is to be used.

take the form of a telefax, telegram, cable or telex) and must be handed

director. Authority in terms of this article must be in writing (which may

meeting, the alternate shall not be entitled to vote on behalf of the absent

alternate of the director who granted the authority are present at the

in addition to his own vote. If both the director so authorised and an
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and housekeeping services;

such as maintenance services, refuse removal, laundry facilities

17,4,2. "_providingservices to the time-sharers and the whole-owners'

administration of MABULA;

facilitating the efficient and cost-effective management and17.4.1.

derogating from the generality of the aforegoing for the purposes of :-

anyone of MWR properties) and their families, guests and invitees without

any share block company or property time sharing scheme established on

and the members of MSB, MTSSB and MODJADJI (and any members of

the Lodge) as a composite whole for the mutual benefit of the shareholders

17.4_ The MABULA BOARD shall manage and administer MABULA (excluding

discretions for the time being vested in them,

by the directors to sub-delegate all or any of the powers, authorities and

think fit Any such delegates or attorneys as aforesaid may be authorised

or convenience of persons dealing with such attorneys as the directors

and any such power of attorney may contain provisions for the protection

body of persons, whether nominated directly or indirectly by the directors

managers or any company or firm, or otherwise in favour of any fluctuating

members of any company, or of the members, directors, nominees,

as the directors may from time to time think fit, be made in favour of the

under these articles) and for such period and subject to such conditions

discretions (not exceeding those vested in or exercisable by the directors
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\and borehole pumps.

and waste disposal systems an_dthe maintenance of boreholes

and improvement of the water reticulating systems, sewage

the management, administration, maintenance, development

the ecology, flora and fauna in the game reserve;

the maintenance, management, upkeep and development of

water courses, fences and dams;

and improvement of the game reserve including the roads,

the management, administration, maintenance, development

facilities;

horse trails and hiking trails, sports facilities and club house

walks and trails, supervised picnics and the like, supervised

providing recreational facilities such as game drives, nature

of the MWR properties;

and any share block scheme established in the future on any

services, as may be applicable, for MSB, MTSSB, MODJADJI

accounting and bookkeeping services and company secretarial

providing financial and administrative services such as

providing gardening, fire-fighting and security services;
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conditions as it may deem fit and to terminate

overseeing of MABULA on such. terms and

attend to the overall management and

employ a general manager or managing agent to17.6.1.1.

power to -

administration of MABULA and its authority shall include the

necessary, expedient or desirable for the management and

these articles and which the MABULA BOARD considers

companies, which the company itself could do in terms of

everything in the name of and for the account of the said

to generally represent MSB, MTSSB and MODJADJI and to do17.6.1.

have the authority -

provisions of article 17.5, the MABULA BOARD shall be empowered and

17.6. Without derogating from the provisions of article 17.1 and subject to the

save unless expressly stated to the contrary.

duties of the MABULA BOARD shall be deemed to exclude the Lodge,

references to MABULA in the context of the objects and/or the powers and

or to incur any expenses on behalf of the Lodge and, in this agreement,

shall have no powers to employ any staff at the Lodge or to dismiss same

derogating from the generality of the aforegoing, the MABULA BOARD

have any powers to manage or administer the Lodge and without

17.5. Notwithstanding anything herein contained, the MABULA BOARDshall not
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ancillary agreements as defined therein;

the joint management agreement and the

which will not be in conflict with these articles,

management and administration of MABULAand

necessary or incidental to the proper

enter into any contract which it considers

contractors from time to time;

the employees of MABULA staff, agents and

direct and supervise and give instructions to all

such terms and conditions as it deems fit;

employ or dismiss any employee of MABULAon

conditions as it deems fit;

manager in place thereof, on such terms and

employ a new managing agent or general

managing agent or general manager and/or to

conditions of any employment contract of the

as it deems fit or to alter the terms and

general manager on such terms and conditions

the appointment of such managing agent or
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MABULA;

question at any meeting of creditors relating to

prove a claim and to attend and vote on any

judicial management, including the power to

insolvent or any company in liquidation or under

and/or MODJADJI may have as creditors of any

exercise any right or power which MSB, MTSSB

course of the business of MABULA;

advice on any matter arising in the ordinary

instruct attorneys and counsel and take legal

MABULA;

arise in the ordinary course of business of

institute or defend any legal proceedings which

purposes of carrying out the objects;

movable assets required by MABULA for the

purchase, lease or otherwise acquire any

withdrawals from them;

operate them and sign all cheques and

establish bank accounts for MABULA and
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MABULA;

game reserve and the general facilities of

accommodation, whole-owners facilities, the

approve capital expenditure for the time-sharers

approved by the MABULA BOARD;

property in accordance with annual budgets

acquisition of equipment or improvements of the

incur expenses in regard to repair, maintenance,

records of the activities of MABULA;

MABULA and to maintain adequate financial

monthly management budgets and accounts for

prepare and approve annual budgets and

to carry out any works in MABULA;

engage contractors, professionals and workmen

on such terms and conditions as it deems fit;

arrears levies and to dispose of any such shares

shares or whole-owners' shares in respect of any

hold auctions and to dispose of the time sharers'
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as they think proper as a reserve.

19.1. The directors may set aside out of the profits of the company such sums

19. RESERVES

shares, save as provided for in article 23.

No dividends shall be declared or paid to the holders from time to time of the

18. DIVIDENDS

it deems fit.

arrangements, on such terms and conditions as

and terminate such agreements or

it may deem fit and to amend such contracts

any part thereof on such terms and conditions as

rights of traverse and use of the properties or

such properties into MABULA and/or to grant

neighbouring property owners to incorporate

to negotiate and conclude agreements with17.6.1.17.

carrying out of the objects;

in the administration of MABULA and/or the

pay on behalf of MABULA all expenses incurred17.6.1.16.

management and administration of MABULA;

of all such matters as may be required for the

impose levies, including special levies in respect17.6.1.15.
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general meeting.

Blocks Control Act or authorised by the directors or by the company in

documents of the company except as conferred by the Act or by the Share

director) shall have any right of inspecting any account or books or

inspection of members not being directors, and no member (not being a

accounts and books of the company or any of them shall be open to the

and at what times and places and under what conditions or regulations the

20.3. The directors shall from time to time determine whether and to what extent

always be open to the inspection of the directors.

kept at the office or at such other places as the directors think fit, and shall

20.2. Subject to the relevant provisions of the Act, the books of account shall be

be kept.

section 284 of the Act and sections 13 and 15 of the Share Blocks Act to

20.1. The directors shall cause such accounting records as are prescribed by

20. ACCOUNTS

company, as the directors may determine.

the directors, be invested in such investment for the benefit of the

the members and pending such application, and may at the discretion of

or for any other purpose whatsoever for which a levy might be raised on

contingencies for which levieswould otherwise be raised on the members

19.2. Any reserve shall, in the discretion of the directors, be applied for meeting
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address which shall be deemed to be his registered address and if he has

22.1. Each holder of registered shares shall notify the company in writing of an

22. NOTICES

and the Share Blocks Act.

Auditors shall be appointed and their duties regulated in accordance with the Act

21. AUDITORS

auditor appointed under Chapter X of the Act.

statements in respect thereof to be audited at least once annually by the

than six (6) months and cause such books and records and the financial

any account required to be kept in article 20.1, at intervals of not more

company shall balance its books and records relating to any payment or

20.6. Without derogating from the provisions of Chapter XI of the Act, the

available at all general meetings.

auditors' report shall be available for inspection by members or be

general meeting, together with a copy of the directors' report and of the

law to be annexed thereto) which is to be laid before the company in

20.5. A copy of every financial statement (including every document required by

are required by the Act to be so laid.

the company in general meeting such financial statements and reports as

20.4. The directors shall from time to time cause to be prepared and laid before
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company.

that their shareholding bears to the total issued share capital of the

members, the same shall be distributed to the members in the proportion

payment of all of its liabilities, other than its loan obligations to its

voluntarily or otherwise and has funds or assets remaining after the

23.1. Subject to articles 17 and 23.2, if the company is wound-up, whether

23. WINDING UP

printed, or partly written and partly printed.

22.4. The signature to any notice given by the company may be written or

whom he derives his title to such share.

being entered in the register, shall have been given to the person from

notice in respect of such share which, previously to his name and address

whatsoever, shall become entitled to any share, shall be bound by every

22.3. Every person who, by operation of law, transfer or other means

such shares.

register and notice so given shall be sufficient notice to all the holders of

[ointly entitled, be given to whichever of such persons is named first on the

22.2. All notices may, with respect to any registered shares to which persons are

to be given any notice.

not named such an address, he shall be deemed to have waived his right
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or expense happening to the company through insufficient or deficiency of

servant, or for joining in any receipt or other act of conformity, or for loss

acts, receipts, neglects or defaults of any other director or officer ~()~~ _

secretary or other officer or servant of the company shall be liable for the

24.2. Subject to the relevant provisions of the Act, no director, manager,

granted to him by the court under the Act.

negligence, default, breach of duty or breach of trust in which relief is

regard to any claim against him (actual or apprehended) based on

acquitted, or in accordance with any proceedings by or against him in

criminal, in which judgment is given in his javour, or in which he is

manager, officer or auditor in defending any proceedings, whether civil or

of the company against all liability incurred by him as such director,

employed by the company as auditor, shall be indemnified out of the funds

24.1. Every director, manager or officer of the company, or any person

24. INDEMNITY

company, in which event article 23.1 shall apply.

special resolution shall include a special resolution to wind-up the

special resolution of members at a general meeting. In such a case such

such decision of the directors may only be taken with the support of the

directors decide in their discretion to cancel all the use agreements, then

destroyed to the extent that they cannot be beneficially utilised, and the

event that a majority number of the accommodation on the land are

23.2. Notwithstanding the provisions of these articles or of the Act, and in the
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which arises in regard to -

own remedies which would be incompatible with ~rl:l!~r_?!!_()_!1L_§ldispute

27.1. Save in respect of those provisions of these articles which provide for their

27. ARBITRATION

these articles or the use agreement.

sharing interest, if such a member is in default of any of his obligations in terms of

The directors shall be entitled to suspend a member's right to utilize his time-

26. SUSPENSION

right to vote.

Act of 1962. The directors shall not be entitled to suspend a defaulting member's

injured party arising out of breach of contract in terms of the Conventional Penalties

the generality of the aforegoing fines shall be likened to a penalty imposed by an

defaulting members, provided that fines must be reasonable, and without affecting

The directors of the company are expressly authorised to impose fines against

25. FINES

default, breach of duty or breach of trust.

in relation thereto, unless the same happens through his own negligence,

whatever which shall happen in the execution of the duties of his office, or

or oversight on his part, or for any other loss, damage or misfortune

invested, or for any loss or damage occasioned by any error of judgment

any security in or upon which any of the moneys of the company shall be
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27.3. It isthe intention that the arbitration shall, where possible, be held and

concluded in 21 (twenty one) working days after it has been demanded.

at Johannesburg.27.2.2.

with only the parties and their representatives present thereat;27.2.1.

27.2. That arbitration shall be held -

submitted to and decided by arbitration.

relief may be obtained from a court of competent jurisdiction), shall be

agreement by the parties, (other than where an interdict is sought or urgent

the use agreement or on any matter which in terms of this article requires

these articles or the use agreement, or out of or pursuant to this article or

27.1.5. ' the rectification or proposed rectification of

termination of; or

the termination or purported termination of or arising from the27.1.4.

any of the parties' rights and obligations arising from; or27.1.3.

the carrying into effect of; or27.1.2.

the interpretation of; or27.1.1.
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his successor in the PWV Province;

by the President for the time being of the Law Society of the Transvaal or

the arbitrator shall be nominated, at the request of anyone of the parties

nature of the dispute in accordance with article 27.5, as the case may be,

arbitration has been demanded or after the parties have determined the

27.6. If the parties fail to agree on an arbitrator within 14 (fourteen) days after the

the parties.

any other matter, an independent person agreed upon between27.5.3.

accountant of not less than 10 (ten) years' standing;

an accounting matter, an impartial practising chartered27.5.2.

10 (ten) years' standing;

a legal matter, an impartial practising advocate of not less than27.5.1.

27.5. The arbitrator shall be, if the matter in dispute is principally -

the Republic.

shall be subject to the arbitration legislation for the time being in force in

27.4. Save as expressly provided in these articles to the contrary, the arbitration

completion of the arbitration.

The parties shall use their best endeavours to procure the expeditious
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parties;

ShClIL~~__~~!i~~d to take equity into account and shall not be

bound to decide the dispute according to the legQ_1rights of the

27.9.4.

determines and shall permit cross examination of witnesses;

shall allow any party to the arbitration to call any witnesses he27.9.3.

bound by strict rules of evidence;

shall determine the applicable procedure and shall not be27.9.2.

the opportunity to make submissions;

submissions or pleadings provided that the parties are given

appointment, dispense wholly or in part with formal

may by notice to the parties within 14 (fourteen) days after his27.9.1.

27.9. Furthermore the arbitrator -

to the dispute.

supported by reasons. His award shall be final and binding on the parties

proceedings save that he shall be obliged to give his award in writing fully

27.8. The arbitrator shall have the fullest and freest discretion with regard to the

demanded, it shall be considered a matter referred to in article 27.5.1.

other nature within 14 (fourteen) days after the arbitration has been

27.7. If the parties fail to agree whether the dispute is of a legal, accounting or
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bound by such provision.

entitl(3gJ9__~ithdraw therefrom or claim that in such proceedings it is not

parties to any proceedings in terms hereof and none of the parties shall be

27.13. The provisions of this article 27 constitute the irrevocable consent by the

herein.

order made by any arbitrator confidential unless otherwise contemplated

27.12. The parties shall keep the evidence in the arbitration proceedings and any

arbitrator.

the dispute, demands an arbitration and requests agreement on an

arbitration hereunder when any party gives written notice to the others of

27.11. Any dispute shall be deemed to have been referred or subjected to

competent jurisdiction.

27.10. Any party shall be entitled to have the award made an order of court of

shall make such order as to costs as he deems just.27.9.7.

basis, he considers appropriate in the circumstances;

award interest with effect from any date, and on any other27.9.6.

continuance of any legal relationship between disputants;

take into account the practicality or otherwise of ordering the27.9.5.
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accommodation, movables and common facilities.

including the expenses to 'be incurred for the renovation of the

reserve to meet any anticipated future expenditure not of an annual nature,

amount. The Directors may include in such levy an amount to be held in

Company equal as nearly as is reasonably practical to such estimated

Company. Such levy shall then be raised upon the holders of the

the levy for the following year shall be raised upon the holders of the

Meeting of the Company present a budget to the meeting setting out how

from the previous year or portion thereof, and shall at every Annual General

thereof together with the estimated deficiency, if any, as may have resulted

company to meet the aforesaid expenses during each year or portion

28.2. The Directors shall estimate the amount which shall be required by the

administration of the scheme and the company.

whatsoever nature attributable to the proper management, control and

and fees payable to a Managing Agent, and all and any costs of

fuel, gas, water, sanitary and other services, insurance premiums, or costs

limitation any costs or expenses or disbursements for supply of current,

and the corporate existence of the company, and shall include without

controlling and administering the scheme and replacement of the movables

comprise all and any costs incurred by the Company in managing,

28.1. The Levy fund referred to in Section 13(1) of the Share Blocks Act, shall

28. LEVY
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of the company in respect of all such costs, and expenses required to be

28.6. The directors may from time to time make special levies up\>nthe holders

(ten rand) to ease the calculation and administration thereof.

28.5. The directors shall be entitled to round off the levy to the nearest R10,OO

subject however, to the provisions of article 38.

articles 28.3.1 to 28.3.3 and shall have the sole discretion in this regard,

incurred by the company and MABULA into the three categories set out in

28.4. The directors shall in their sole discretion be entitled to apportion the costs

being referred to herein as "the levy").

(the timesharing levy, the whole ownership levy and the common levy

("the common levy").

common costs to be borne by all holders of all share blocks28.3.3.

ownership share blocks ("the whole ownership levy"); and

costs to be borne exclusively by the holders of whole28.3.2.

share blocks ("the timesharing levy"); and

costs to be borne exclusively by the holders of timesharing28.3.1.

namely -

2R3. The cost for which the levy is raised consists of three basic categories,
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holder of the share block in respect of time module SBWE52 (SBWEfifty

two) and SBWD52 (SBWDfifty two) shall be entitled to the occupation and

module SBWE52 (SBWE fifty two) and SBWD52 (SBWD fifty two). Such

third) time module, in an amount equivalent to that paid in respect of time

SBWD52 (SBWD fifty two) shall pay the levy attributable to such 53rd (fifty

share block in respect of time module NO.SBWE52(SBWEfifty two) and

28.9. In any year where there is a 53rd (fifty third) time module, the holder of the

shareholders.

costs of Mabula will be apportioned between MSB, MTSSBand MODJADJI

sale discretion deem fair and equitable, having regard to the fact that the

common levy, as the case may be, on such basis as the directors in their

contribute to the time share levy, the whole ownership levy and the

of a shareblock conferring a whole ownership interest shall be obliged to

28.8. The holder of a shareblock conferring a time share interest and a holder

the same meaning as in article 9.1.3.

arise on the completion of the improvements, and completion shall have

holder (including the Share Block Developer) to pay the levy shall only

erection of the improvements envisaged in article 9.3 the obligation on the

28.7. Subject to article 28;11, where the Share Block Developer causes the

may deem fit.

payable in one sum or in instalments and at such times that the directors

made as are not referred to in article 28.1, and such levies may be made
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the other holders at such holder's charge list ruling at the relevant time.

make such business facilities available to both members of the public and

holder of such Share Block. The holder of such Share Block is obliged to

The maintenance of such Business Facilities shall be for the account of the

blocks.

proportion his share block bears to all the shares comprising all the share

Business Facility shall be obliged to contribute to the common levy in the

28.11. The holder of a share block which confers a right of use in respect of a

blocks bears to all the shares comprising all share blocks.

28.10.2. contribute to the common levy in the proportion his share

unless otherwise determined in general meeting;

comprising all share blocks which confer time-sharing interests

shares comprising his share block, bears to all the shares

28.10.1. contribute to the time-sharing levy in the proportion that the

28.10. The hold~r of a share block conferring a time-sharing interest shall be

obliged to:

of a time-sharing interest in respect thereof.

possession of such 53rd (fifty third) time module as if he were the owner
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Share Block Developer in terms of this article.

block in the Company, the Directors shall assume the discretion conferred upon the.

and sites are used. When the Share Block Developer no longer holds a share

time for what purpose the accommodation, common facilities, business facilities

the Share Block Developer shall have the sole discretion to determine from time to

For as long as the Share Block Developer holds any share block in the Company,

30. SHARE BLOCK DEVELOPER'S DISCRETION

accommodation.

in each accommodation, which will be used for maintenance purposes of such

share block conferring at least one (1)time-sharing interest for at least one (1)week

It is recorded that the share block developer will not dispose of at least one (1)

29. MAINTENANCE TIME MODULE

for the holder of such share block.

The maintenance of such site and improvements erected thereon shall be

shares comprising all the share blocks.

contribute to the common levy in the proportion his shares bears to all the

transferred into such holder's name and such holder shall be obliged to

shall arise immediately upon the shares in respect of such site being

improvements thereon, the obligation on the said holder to pay the levy

use to a holder in respect of a site on condition that the holder erects

28.12. Where the share block developer pursuant to his rights confers a right of
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Share Blocks relating to a consolidation of a number of areas;

respect of such Share Blocks relating to such areas or the

the right to create time-sharing interests or other interests in31.3.2.

blocks to such sub-divided site;

the share block developer may determine and to allocate share

concomitant right to sub-divide a site into such further sites as

allocate share blocks to such consolidated sites with a

the right to consolidate more than one site and the right to31.3.1.

31.3. The Share Block Developer's discretion referred to in article 30 includes:

Stock Developer may in its discretion determine.

Share Blocks Act, and subject to such further provisions as the Share

share block developer pursuant to a share block scheme in terms of the

time-sharing interests may, in respect of such areas be disposed of by the

SB01 (SBone) to SB14 (SBfourteen) on Annexure "B", interests other than

31.2. In this regard the holder acknowledges that, except for the areas marked

shown o~ Annexure "8" and marked from SB01 (SB one) to SB43 (SB

forty three) and BF01,(BF one).

accommodation has or is to be erected has been divided into areas as

31.1. It is recorded that the land, including the area of the land where the

131. AREAS
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persons (Le. adults and children but excluding

accommodation for a maximum of 8 [eight]

the site improvements shall provide sleeping31.4.1.2.

(three) months in any calendar year.

site improvements for a period of longer than 3

aforegoing that the holder may not occupy the

land and in particular without derogating from the

solely for living accommodation, in respect of the

a permanent nature only and which will be used

the holder will erect on the site, improvements of31.4.1.1.

acknowledges that:

erects improvements on such site such a holder agrees and

a right of use to a site on condition that the holder thereof

where the share block developer pursuant to its rights confers31.4.1.

31.4. It is recorded that:

or areas.

accommodation or improvements to be erected on such area

a time-sharing interest or other interest in respect of

decide, for thepurposes of such further share blocks conferring

blocks or to consolidate a number of share blocks as it may

the right to subdivide a share block into such further share
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protect the amenities of any other 'Site, or any

The sighting of the building shall be regulated to31.4.3.2.

[two hundred and fifty) square meters.

floor area of the building shall not exceed 250

other nature shall be erected on a site; The total

directors. No other buildings of a permanent or

building only unless otherwise approved by the

the site improvements shall consist of 1 (one)31.4.3.1.

comply with the following:

requirements of any authority, the site improvements shall

disapprove the site improvements, and subject to the

Without derogating from the Directors' power to approve or

to such requirements of law as may be applicable.

commence with the erection of the site improvements, subject

Directors shall notify the holder accordingly and the holder may

within 60 (sixty) days of receipt of such plan. If approved, the

the Directors shall give the holder written reasons therefor

disapprove the site improvements. In the event of disapproval,

be required by law, the Directors shall finally approve or

After such submission, and approval by such authority as may

reasonably require or as is required by law from time to time.
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in such form and with such information as the Directors may

has submitted to the Directors, a plan of the site improvements

The site improvements shall only be erected after the holder

[thirty] meters of such beacon.

The site area shall consist of a radius of 30

pole, numbered with the relevant site number.

reference to a beacon consisting of a cemented

the area of the site is indicated on the land with

whatsoever.

within the area of the site and on no other area

the holder can erect the site improvements only

List", published from time to time.

by the directors in terms of the "Current Charge

such charge as is determined from time to time

admitted provided on admission the holder pays

agent, more than 8 [eight) people may be

which shall be exercisable by the managing

Provided that, with the consent of the directors,

temporarily or permanently; on the site;

any purposes be accommodated, whether

[eight] such persons shall at any time and for

servants) at any time, and not more than 8
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site improvements againstthe company, hereby aqknowledging

A holder hereby waives his right ()f retention in respect of the

road but only within the area of the site.

cement or concrete may not be mixed on any(d)

access road but only on the site area; and

be off-loaded on the hardened surface of any

under no circumstances must builders material(c)

surplus material must be removed immediately;

on completion of the work all builders rubble and(b)

paint tins, lunch wrappers, food tins and the like;

of rubbish including empty cement bags, empty

sites must be kept clean at all times of any kind(a)

During the building of the site improvements and thereafter:

improvements shall be permitted.

No fencing or walling of the site, or the site31.4.3.3.

affected thereby.

infrastructure of the scheme which may be
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facilities shall Subject to article 29, only use the business fq_cilities:

32.2. The holder of a share block which confers a righLof use to the business

other purpose without the consent of the directors.

the improvements for time-sharing residential purposes only and for no

32.1. The holder of a share block which confers a time-sharing interest shall use

REGARD TO THE ACCOMMODATION, BUSINESS FACILITIES AND SITES

32. RIGHTS AND OBLIGATIONS OF THE VARIOUS SHARE BLOCK HOLDERS IN

any given time.

number of employees of builders, on the land at

of noise and disturbance and the minimum

buildings are erected with the minimum amount

the intention of this article is to ensure that31.4.6.3.

approved from time to time by the directors; and

a holder may only appoint such builders as are31.4.6.2.

a holder may not be an "owner-builder";31.4.6.1.

It is recorded that:31.4.6.

understands the same.

that he is aware of the consequences of his waiver and
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for no other purpose without the consent of the Directors; and

use the improvements for holiday residential purposes only and32.3.1.

shall:

for holiday residential purposes and not time-sharing residential purposes

31.4 and which confers upon the holder the right to use the improvements

32.3. The holder of a Share Block which is a Share Block referred to in article

(xiii) for the purposes of a liquor and bottle store.

(xii) for the purposes of a superette;

(xi) For the purposes of Storerooms;

and

(x) For the purposes of a Barbecue Entertainment Area [BOMA];

(ix) For the purposes of a Helicopter Landing Strip;

(viii) For the purposes of a laundry;

(vii) For the purposes of a Gymnasium;

(vi) For the purposes of a Squash Court;

(v) For the purposes of a Sales office;

(iv) For purposes of a Curio shop;

Conference Room;

For the purposes of a Snooker Room and adjoining(iii)

For the purposes of Conference Rooms;(ii)

For the purposes of a Restaurant;(i)
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shall apply equally to all holders of share blocks which confer a right of use

discretion may decide provided that such regulations are reasonable and

regulations, lay down such procedures or make such rules as they in their

34.1. The directors and or the managing agent, if any, may make such

34. MANAGEMENT REGULATIONS

scheme.

part thereof may be utilised for the purposes of a property time-sharing

Sharing Act, a holder hereby consents that the land or improvements or

Insofar as it may be required by Law, including in terms of the Time-

33. CONSENT INTERMS OF REGULATIONS 5(a) AND (b) OF THE TIME-SHARING

ACT

facilities provided by the Lodge.

which the Lodge operates at that time which may be in competition to

management or any other facility for the time-sharers and/or whole-owners

equipment for the time-sharers or whole-owners or the reserve

whole-owners or a workshop for the servicing or repair of vehicles and

facilities or restaurants or food shop for the benefit of time-sharers or

facilities such as a tuck shop, mobile catering facility, dining room, kitchen

32.4. The Lodge shareholder shall have the right of first refusal to provide any

the improvements at his own cost.

be obliged to maintain the interior, including the movables, of32.3.2.
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Mabula Board shall be entitled to nominate appointees to the time-sharers

Consortium and whose directors are required to be members of the

on any of the MWR properties which become members of the Mabula

CONSORTIUM.Any property time-sharing scheme or schemes established

and supervising the interests of the time-sharers in the MABULA

4 (four) members and shall be charged with the responsibility of monitoring

the time-sharers' committee, which committee shall consist of not less than

36.1. MSB, MTSSBand MODJADJI shall constitute a committee to be known as

36. TIME-SHARERS' COMMITTEE

behalf to sign any documents which may be required in this regard.

appoints the Share Block Developer in rem suam as his attorney and agent on his

so required, a holder hereby grants his consent to such application, and irrevocably

relevant legislation of the Republic of South Africa. In this regard and should it be

whole or portion of any improvements as an hotel in terms of the provisions of the

The holder acknowledges being aware that the developer may apply to register the

35. HOTEL

invitee or guest.

compliance with the management regulations by any tenant, occupyee,

occupier of any improvement. It shall be the duty of a holder to ensure

34.2. The management regulations shall be binding on a holder or any other

to substantially the same use.

of the accommodation, sites, common facilities or business facilities, put
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shall be applicable.

member shall cease to hold office if any of the provisions of article 13.23

36.5. Without derogating from the provisions of article 36.3, any committee

business, adjourn or otherwise regulate their meetings as they think fit.

36.4. The time-sharers' committee shall meet together for the despatch of

themselves available for re-appointment.

respect of which the provisions of article 13.6 shall apply) but may hold

MSB, MTSSB and MODJADJI (other than the time-share directors in

36.3. All the committee members shall retire at the annual general meeting of

removed from office or to fill any vacancy occurring for any other reason.

nominated members or because any member has resigned or been

purposes, either because MSB, MTSSB and/or MODJADJI have not

other members to the committee as they deem necessary for their

time-share committee and members thereof and they may co-opt such

directors. The 2 (two) time-share directors shall be the convenors of the

nominees to the time-sharers' committee in addition to the two time share

36.2. Each of MSB, MTSSB and MODJADJI shall be entitled to appoint 2 (two)

MABULA BOARD.

committee. Such committee shall constitute a sub-committee of the
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business, adjourn or otherwise regulate their meetiQ9? ~s_~b~Y_think fit.

37.4. The whole-owners' committee shall meet together for the despatch of

hold themselves available for re-appointment.

which the provisions of article 13.10 shallmutatis mutandis apply) but may

MSB and MODJADJI (other than the whole owner directors in respect of

37.3. All the committee members shall retire at the annual general meeting of

any other reason.

resigned or been removed from office or to fill any vacancy occurring for

MODJADJI have not nominated member /s or because any member has

deem necessary for their purposes, either because MSB and/or

whole-owner committee, and they may co-opt such other members as they

directors. The 2 (two) whole-owner directors shall be the convenors of the

to the whole-owners' committee in addition to the two whole owner

37.2. Each of MSB and MODJADJI shall be entitled to appoint 1 (one) nominee

committee shall constitute a sub-committee of the MABULA BOARD.

4 (four) m~embersand shall be charged with the responsibility of monitoring

and supervisinq the interests of the whole-owners in MABULA. Such

whole-owners' committee, which committee shall consist of not less than

37.1. MSB and MODJADJI shall constitute a committee to be known as the

37. WHOLE-OWNERS' COMMITTEE
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whole-owners and accounted for separately in the annual budget;

item in respect of which levies will be imposed on the time-sharers and

the whole-owners and time-sharers shClII_~0!1st~!~_!ea separate budqeted

of recreational facilities including a clubhouse for recreational purposes for

38.3. The cost of the administration, maintenance and upkeep and establishment

form part of the whole-owners levy;

owners accommodation shall constitute a separate budgeted item and

38.2. The costs of the management, control and administration of the whole-

accounted for in respect of the time-sharers levies;

special levy levied against time-share owners in particular and shall be

budgeted for as part of the time-share levies, and where appropriate by a

and administration of the time-share scheme and its interest shall be

costs of whatever nature attributable to the proper management, control

or costs and fees payable to the managing agent, if any, and all and any

current, fuel, gas, water, sanitary and other services, insurance premiums

without limitation any costs or expenses or disbursements for supply of

renovation and replacement of time-share accommodation, including

38.1. Any matter relating to the general administration and maintenance, upkeep,

38. BASIS OF THE DETERMINATION OF THE BUDGET

shall be applicable.

member shall cease to hold office if any of the provisions of article 13.23

37.5. Without derogating from the provisions of article 37.3, a committee
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("the cats") and the cat camps on the properties other than the properties

38.6. The costs of the feeding and running of the lions, cheetah and leopard

provided for by separate means by that company;

that the MABULA BOARD approves same, the funding thereof may be

wish to effect capital expenditure in respect of its property and provided

capital nature on any of the properties and should anyone of the parties

decline to incur capital expenditure in respect of any improvement of a

which will benefit from such expenditure. Should the MABULA BOARD

by the MABULA BOARD and after consideration, inter alia, of the parties

expenditure of, or deemed to be of, a capital nature, shall be determined

memoranda and articles of association of MSB, MTSSB and MODJADJI,

38.5. Subject to the restrictions in terms of the Share-Blocks Act and the relevant

allocation of expenses in the reserve;

MABULA, which formulation is to be known as the "utilisation basis" of

have relative to the total number of commercial beds available on

whole-owners and the Lodge respectively (and any future development)

whole-owner or Lodge and excluding staff beds) that the time-sharers,

contribute in the ratio of the number of commercial beds (i.e. time-share,

sharehol~er and any share block company or property time-sharing

scheme established ,on any of the MWR properties in the future shall

budget in respect of which the time-sharers, whole-owners, the Lodge

improvement in respect of the game reserve shall constitute a separate

38A The costs of the administration, maintenance, upkeep, repair and
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such as the costs of holding MABULA BOARD meetin,gs, directors'

established and wblgD_relates to the operation of MABULA as a whole,

ongoing nature, in respect of which no separate budget has been

specifically referred to above and any other extraordinary items of an

Reserve shall be established for the purposes of covering any item not

38.10. A separate general reserve fund to be known as the General Mabula

shall be credited to the reserve maintenance revenue account;

38.9. The gate fees charged by MABULA for entrance into the game reserve

on MABULA will contribute on the utilisation basis provided in article 38.4;

budgeted item within the reserve maintenance budget to which all parties

situated on the properties, irrespective of ownership, shall be a separate

game as defined in terms of the Game Agreement or any other fauna

38.8. The general maintenance and upkeep of the game, whether schedule

utilisation basis provided in article 38.4;

to which the parties on MABULA will contribute in accordance with the

veterinary services, shall be borne out of the reserve maintenance budget,

article 38.6) and/or any of the other game on the properties, including

38.7. The costs of the care, maintenance and feeding of the cats (subject to

be funded out of the reserve maintenance budget;

shall be a separate item, which shall be borne by the owners and shall not
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contributions for the year shall not be adjusted to take account of the

shares to the whole-owner. Notwithstanding the aforegoing the levy

--developers shares shall be llable.tor levies from the date of delivery of the

38.13. Any person acquiring whole-owner shares in MODJADJI or any of the MSB

article 38.4.

contributions adjusted in accordance with the utilisation basis provided in

into the contributions to be made by the various parties and the ratio of

time-sharers, whole-owners or such new hotel/motel shall be computed

Development Rights Agreement, the ratio of contributions by the

anyone of the MWR properties in accordance with the Developers

owner scheme or further hotel and/or motel development is established on

38.12. Subject to article 38.13 in the event that any time-share scheme, whole-

increased number of beds.

with the utilisation basis provided in article 38.4, to take into account the

maintenance budget, as the case may be, shall be adjusted in accordance

contribution to levies of the time-shares or whole-owners to the reserve

for in the Developer's Development Rights Agreement, the ratio and

38.11. Subject to article 38.13 in the event that MRS, MI and/or MWR completes

further units on the M~B property or the MODJADJI property or on any of

the MWRproperties, in accordance with the developer's rights as provided

parties on MABULA shall contribute in terms of the utilisation basis.

emoluments and the costs of holding annual general meetings to which all
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against the company in respect of the improvements on the ,land, hereby

A holder who has erected improvements on the land waives his rights of retention

40. RIGHT OF RETENTION

land without any charge whatsoever.

terms of which thecompany, inter alia, permits the said wild game to roam on the

is owned by a third party who has entered into an agreement with the company in

It is recorded that the wild game on the land does not belong to the company, and

39. WILD GAME

levy and in the event of a conflict, the provisions of the articles shall prevail.

by the amendments to these articles regarding the determination of the

38.15. The use agreements shall be deemed to be amended mutatis mutandis,

annexed Annexure "C".

properties and in accordance therewith, with the Schedule of levy ratios

possible on the basis of the type of accommodation on the Mabula

38.14. Without derogating from the generality of the provisions of article 28 and

this article 38, the time-share levy shall be apportioned as far as reasonably

days remaining in the year.

respective year, the levy shall be pro-rated according to the number of

overpayment. If the shares are delivered during the course of the

increased number of beds, nor shall the directors be obliged to refund any
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by the share block developer.

posltion of the sites shall be finally determined by an architect appointed

shall consist of a radius of 30 (thirty) metres of SUch beacon, and the

41.2. The area of the sites on which no site improvements have been erected

.,.--

numbered with the relevant site number.

the land with reference to a beacon consisting of a cemented pole,

41.1. A site on which no site improvements have been erected is indicated on

41. AREA OF SITE

the same.

acknowledging that he is aware of the consequence of his waiver and understands
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1.5.1. The Share Block Number is made up of 8 (eight) digits.

1.5. The Share Schedule is explained as follows:

numbered consecutively in a year, commencing with WE01 (weekend

number 1) and WD01 (weekday number 1) which arise in the first week of

a year: and terminate with WE52 (weekend number 52) and WD52

(weekday number 52), and in the case where a 53rd (fifty third) week

occurs in a year, WE53 (weekend number 53) and WD53 (weekday

number 53).

1.4. "Time Modules" - subject to 3, consist of weekends or weekdays, and are,

1.3. "Weekday" - a period of 4 (four) consecutive days commencing at 12hOO

on a Monday and ending on the immediately succeeding Friday at 12hOO,

provided that a holder shall only be entitled to utilise his time-sharing

interest for aweekday from 15hOOon the commencement date thereof until

10hOOon the termination date thereof.

1.2. "Weekend" - a period of 3 (three) consecutive days commencing at 12hOO

on a Friday and ending on the immediately succeeding Monday at 12hOO,

during which period a holder may annually utilise his time-sharing interest,

provided that a holder shall only be entitled to utilise his time-sharing

interest for a weekend from 16hOOon the commencement date thereof

until 10hOOon the termination date thereof.

1.1. "Year" - a year which commences at 12hOOon the first Friday of January

in each and every calendar year.

In this annexure, unless the context otherwise indicates the following words and

expressions shall bave the meanings assigned to them:-

1. DEFINITIONS

SCHEDULE IN TERMS OF PARAGRAPH 12(b)
OF THE SECOND SCHEDULE TO SHARE BLOCKS ACT
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3. The Directors may at any time, in their discretion, amend or alter the

commencement time and termination time of any time module (but not the day of

commencement or the day of termination of any time module.

2. The share blocks are allocated in terms of and as set out in this Annexure.

in the case of sites by using the letters and

numbers SP15 to SP43.

1.5.4.3.

in the case of business facilities by using the

letters and numbers BF01; or

1.5.4.2.

1.5.4.1. . in the case of accommodation only, refers to the

type of time module and the number of such

time module, ie.WE01 = Weekend Time Module

No.1, WE 52 = Weekend Time Module No. 52

and WD01 = Weekday Time Module No.1; or

1.5.4. The fifth, sixth, seventh and eighth digits:

1.5.3. The third and fourth digits are an abbreviation of the words

"Share Block" ie. SB.

1.5.2. The first and second digits identify the accommodation or sites

or business facilities by reference to their number.
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SHARE BLOCK ERECTED OR AREA OF SHARES TOTAL

NUMBER NOT LAND AS PER TIME SHARES

ERECTED INDICATED MODULE IN
(where AND THE CASE
applicable) MARKED OF

...

ON ACCOMMO-
ANNEXURE DATION
11811 ONLY

01SB WE01 to WE52 - erected 8801 1 5?

01SB WOOl to WD52 erected S801 1 52

02S8 WEOI to WE52 erected S802 1 52

02S8 WOOl to W052 erected S802 1 52

03S8 WEOl to WE52 erected S803 1 52

0388 WOOl to WD52 erected S803 1 52

04S8 WEOI to WE52 erected S804 1 52

04S8 WOOl to WD52 erected S804 1 52

05S8 WEOI to WE52 erected S805 1 52

05S8 WOOl to W052 erected 8805 1 52

0688 WEOl to WE52 erected S806 1 52

06S8 WOOl to WD52 erected S806 1 52

07S8 WEOl to WE52 erected S807 1 52

07S8 WOOl to W052 erected S807 1 52
,,.

08S8 WEO1 to WE52 erected S808 1 52

08S8 WOOl to W052 erected S808 1 52

09S8 WEOI to WE52 erected S809 1 52

09S8 WOOl to W052 erected S809 1 52

108B WEOI to WE52 erected S810 1 52

1088 W001 to WD52 erected 8810 1 52

11SB WE10 to WE52 erected S811 1 052

11SB W001 to W052 erected S811 1 52

MABULA SHARE BLOCK LIMITED
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1288 WE01 to WE52 erected 8812 1 52

1288 W001 to W052 erected 8812 1 52

1388 WEO1 to WE52 erected 8813 1 52

1388 WOO1 to W052 erected S813 1 52

1488 WEO1 to WE52 erected S814 1 52

14S8 WOO1 to W052 erected S814 1 52-
1588 SP15 erected S815 I n/a 104

1688 SP16 erected 8816 n/a 104

1788 SP17 erected S817 n/a 52

1888 SP18 to be dealt 8818 n/a 104
with in terms
of the
Memorandum
and Articles of
Association

19S8 SP19 erected S819 n/a 52

20S8SP20 erected S820 n/a 52

21S8 SP21 erected S821 n/a 52

22S8 SP22 erected S822 n/a 52

23S8 SP23 erected S823 n/a 52

24S8 SP24 erected S824 n/a 52

25S8 SP25 erected S825 n/a 52

26S8 SP26 erected S826 /, n/a 52

27S8 SP27 erected S827 n/a 52
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TOTAL NUMBER OF SHARE8 4832

28888P28 to be dealt 8828 n/a 52
29888P29 with in terms 8829 n/a 52
30888P30 of the Memo- 8830 n/a 52
31888P31 randum and 8831 n/a 52
32888P32 Articles of 8B32 n/a 52
338B 8P33 Association 8B33 n/a 52
348B 8P34 8B34 n/a 52
35888P35 8B35 n/a 52
368B 8P36 8B36 n/a 104
378B 8P37 8837 n/a 104
388B 8P38 - 8B38 n/a 104
398B 8P39 8B39 : n/a 104
408B SP40 8B40 n/a 104
418B SP41 8B41 n/a 104
428B 8P42 8842 n/a 104
438B 8P43 8B43 n/a 104

018B BF01 erected BF01 n/a 1296
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